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Summary
This thesis presents work on athlete pose estimation in single-view broadcast videos. Hu-
man pose estimation is an important problem in computer vision and has received much in-
terest in the research community due to the wide range of applications. This thesis presents a
novel framework for the semi-automatic estimation of human pose in television quality sports
footage. The focus is on achieving accurate pose estimation results on sports video sequences,
with the assistance of a human operator in a broadcast studio setting, that can be used to drive
post-action analysis and graphical overlays.
A method for extracting and tracking off-the-shelf scale-invariant features on athletes is tested.
Evaluation shows that such features are ill-suited for tracking articulated motion due to drift,
data association, and a general lack of stable features to track. A keyframe-driven approach,
inspired by the Pictorial Structures model, is developed for estimating 2D pose of athletes
in sports sequences. This approach models the human body as a tree of loosely linked parts
and introduces a temporal smoothness term aimed at ensuring temporal consistency of pose
throughout the sequence. The evaluation demonstrates that such an approach is able to extract
human pose in such videos, but requires a significant amount of manual interaction to do so
with accuracy required for broadcast settings.
A novel non-sequential method for maximising benefit from manually annotated keyframe
poses using minimum spanning trees is developed. The developed algorithm serves two pur-
poses: keyframe selection, and keyframe information propagation. Optimal keyframes are
automatically selected and suggested to the operator for labelling. Once labelled, informa-
tion from these keyframes is propagated throughout the sequence and automatically gener-
ated keyframes are created in visually similar frames. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation
demonstrates an increase in accuracy and a decrease in the number of required keyframes.
Finally, a geometric method for converting 2D poses into 3D is developed. The algorithm
assumes a weak perspective projection for the video sequence and known relative limb lengths
for the athlete, and is able to recover the relative scale given at least three labelled keyframes
by solving a continuous optimisation problem. Evaluation against a baseline geometric method
shows improved stability and lower residual error.
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Table 1: Notation Reference
General
i, j,k, t , Generic variables used as counters, t often used as temporal counter
I , An image
I , An image sequence
x,y , Image space coordinates
x¯, y¯, z¯ , 3D space coordinates
pˆ(x,y) , Pixel at coordinates x,y
M , An Image Similarity Matrix
P , A projection matrix
s , A projection scale
E , An error function
d , A distance function
u¯, v¯ , Generic vectors
Skeletal
G , A factor graph
v , A vertex, or variable in G
e , An edge, or factor in G
e , The set of all edges in G
v , The set of all vertices in G
k , A body part
j, jˆ , Parent and child body part joints
l , A body part label
L , The total number of part labels
ς , Label scale
θ , An angle
∆z¯ , The difference in z¯ coordinates between j and jˆ of a body part
Optimisation
D , An energy function representing a data term
S , An energy function representing a smoothness term
x , A pose configuration
X , The set of all pose configurations in an image sequence, one for each image in
the sequence
α , Joint connectivity smoothness coefficient
β , Temporal smoothness coefficient
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem and Motivation
This thesis presents work on estimating pose of athletes in single-view videos. Human pose es-
timation can be defined as the process of estimating the configuration of the human body from
a single image or a sequence of images. Human pose estimation remains a challenging and im-
portant problems in computer vision and has been studied extensively for the past two decades.
The importance of the problem comes from the multitude of applications that would benefit
from being able to accurately recover human pose. Application scenarios include marker-less
motion capture for films and media, biomechanical gait cycle analysis for sports and medicine,
human computer interface enhancements for entertainment and productivity, improved video
surveillance for safety and security, and so on.
The work presented here is geared towards solving the human pose estimation problem from
monocular video streams from the sports analysis perspective in a broadcast setting. Example
applications include sports action replays, overlays comparing athlete performance, post-event
analysis and many others.
Within these scenarios several additional assumptions can be made, while additional constraints
are also introduced. First, the developed algorithm must work with videos, since sporting event
usually have from several second to several minutes worth of interesting footage that needs to
be analysed. It is also safe to assume that within these videos there will be some continuity of
action i.e. a man running in one frame is very unlikely to be swimming in the next, or, indeed
within the same sequence.
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Second, complete automation is not as essential as the quality of the results. The reason for this
admission is that existing fully automatic methods are unable to cope with the difficulties of TV
quality sports data. It is admissible that the method for estimating pose be semi-automatic, as
long as the results it generates are accurate and robust and the level of user-interaction required
allows shots to be produced with only a few minutes of operator time.
Third, the algorithm must be able to work with uncalibrated monocular streams as most live
event coverage remains single-view and calibration information is not always available. Advan-
tages of using a monocular image stream include lower set-up costs, allows the use of portable
or even hand-held cameras to record videos, and the ability to analyse previously recorded con-
tent. Thus, the requirements that the eventual algorithm must satisfy are set out, but it is also
important to understand the additional challenges that sports videos present.
Not only is estimating pose in itself a challenging problem that has received considerable in-
terest in the past two decades [69], but sports footage introduces a further set of challenges.
Standard body part tracking and pose estimation datasets [96, 48, 23, 46] used throughout the
vision community to benchmark algorithms contain only a subset of the challenges that are
present in real data. Sports footage tends to have fast movements which means rapid part
configuration changes leading to significant motion blur.
This can result in body parts appearing to be much longer or wider than they actually are, or,
becoming nearly indistinguishable from the background. In such cases even a foreground mask
that encompasses the region can only provide limited help in identifying the true limb location.
Another challenge often overlooked is the fact that the camera can move and zoom, changing
significantly the background and, more importantly, the scale and appearance of the athlete.
Other well-identified challenges include occlusions and self-occlusions, low athlete resolution,
and the fact that explicit 3D information is missing from a 2D video stream. Figure 1.1 gives a
visual overview of some of the challenges this type of data presents.
A common strategy in the real-world application domain for obtaining high-quality results
when difficult data is encountered is by using operators through the technique of keyframing.
Keyframing is a technique whereby a human operator labels a subset of frames throughout the
video sequence and this labelling is then fed into an automatic algorithm for the automatic
reconstruction of labels in frames that lie between these keyframes. In the case of pose estima-
tion, the keyframes are a labelling of athlete body parts by the operator and represent ground
truth for those frames. An example of how labelling is done within the software developed as
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(e)
Figure 1.1: Examples of difficulties encountered in real-world sports data: (a), (b), (c), (d) are examples of motion
blur, data association, and self-occlusions; (e) gives examples of occlusion and low athlete resolution;
(c) and (d) are consecutive frames, and help show the difficulties in tracking the rapid and blurred
motion of the body parts.
part of this work is shown in Figure 1.2, along with the 3D skeleton that results from such a
labelling.
The goal of this work is to create an algorithm that will pave the way for the eventual extraction
of other useful information about the athlete or athletes participating in a live or recorded
event, including 3D pose, the physical forces acting the body, speed, acceleration, stride length,
muscle tension and so on. The task can thus be formulated as follows: given a monocular
sequence of images from a moving/zooming camera with one or more athletes in each image,
with a subset of these images keyframed by an operator, estimate the full body pose of each
athlete in each image of the sequence. More broadly, the framework should not only solve the
stated problem, but it must also strive to do so with sufficient reliability to be suitable for use
in a broadcast/production environment.
As the focus of this work is a framework for estimating body pose with the assumption that
a human is detected and an approximate foreground mask is available. In practice, silhouette
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Figure 1.2: A screen capture showing an example keyframe. (left) Example operator-labelled
keyframe: red joints represent inward delta depth and green outwards; (right) The 3D
skeleton generated from the keyframe.
extraction is a well studied problem and there is a wide variety of methods that deal with
background subtraction, for example [117] and [84]. The work presented in this thesis does
not aim to provide a complete, automatic pose estimation solution and the diagram in Figure
1.3 shows where the developed framework fits within a complete pose estimation framework.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing
work in the field on human pose estimation using monocular footage. The literature review
considers both, 2D and 3D pose estimation techniques and includes techniques for single im-
ages as well as those for image sequences.
Chapter 3 presents results on the tracking of athlete body parts using scale-invariant features.
The chapter includes an initial performance analysis of several types of widely used scale-
invariant features and feature parameters. Overall results indicate that such features within a
general tracking framework are not well suited for the task of tracking human body parts. A
framework introducing a skeletal prior to drive tracking is introduced, with three body-part
detectors built based on previously gained observations. The body part detectors are tested
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Figure 1.3: Generic pipeline of a full pose estimation framework. The area in green represents where
the proposed algorithm could fit into a full pose estimation pipeline.
within the framework, and are shown to produce more reliable results.
The next stage of this work is discussed in Chapter 4, where a semi-automatic temporally-
linked Pictorial Structures framework for combining part detections into pose detections is
proposed. The same three part detectors as in the previous chapter are used within the con-
text of this framework. The algorithm exploits temporal constraints and further develops those
imposed by the human skeletal structure to estimate pose between annotated keyframes. The
framework is demonstrated to work on complicated real-world footage, but requires more man-
ual interaction than desired.
A solution to this problem and a corresponding extension to the framework are presented in
Chapter 5. Proposed is a method for propagating keyframe information non-sequentially, based
on self-similarity, throughout the sequence, effectively generating additional keyframes that
can be used to improve the solution. Additionally, the method introduces an operator assistance
module that is capable of automatically establishing frames within the sequence that would
make the best keyframes and suggesting these to the human operator. The positive effect of
this extension is quantified by experiments on different types of video sequences.
Chapter 6 provides a discussion on converting 2D pose into 3D. The discussion shows that even
when accurate 2D pose estimates are available, recovering the 3D configuration of body parts
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is not trivial. A geometric approach showing promising results in work published by its authors
is selected from the literature. An evaluation of the method shows that it is inherently flawed,
and an alternative solution is proposed. An short evaluation of the pose estimation framework,
from 2D video to 3D pose is also presented and discussed.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives a concluding summary of the work, highlights what has been accom-
plished and what issues still remain open for future research. Parts of the work presented in
this thesis have been published in [32, 33, 34]. An explanation of notations used throughout
this work is provided in Table 1.
Chapter 2
Previous Work
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of the literature in the field of pose estimation and introduces
the challenges associated with building a complete framework. Comprehensive reviews of the
problem of pose estimation in different scenarios exist [41, 39, 68, 81, 69, 61], and provide a
detailed review of literature. The overview presented here is more focused on the problem of
pose estimation in monocular videos and single images, especially in developments over the
past decade. Additionally, methods that rely on specialist hardware (e.g. time of flight cameras,
infra-red sensors, etc.) are not reviewed as they are outside of the problem scope.
There are many ways in which the vast amount of work on the subject could be categorised - by
overall strategy (generative or discriminative), type of image features used, the skeleton/body
model, inferencing strategy, and so on. Instead of categorising approaches into every possi-
ble category, the overview presented in this chapter splits the pose estimation problem into
three distinct challenges and provides examples of how these problems has been tackled in
recent literature. The three challenges that a complete 3D pose estimation must overcome are:
localisation, part detection and labelling, and 3D pose recovery.
The localisation problem is the first step on the way to estimating pose and consists of detect-
ing, identifying and localising people in images. This problem is well studied and an overview
of the different approaches in which it can be solved is given in Section 2.2. Once this prob-
lem is addressed, the problems of part detection and labelling and 3D pose recovery become
relevant. Throughout the rest of this work, part detection and labelling is referred to as 2D
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pose estimation, as the goal of this stage is to find, localise, and connect individual body parts
into a cohesive pose in 2D, based on image evidence. An overview of how this problem is
typically solved in the literature is provided in Section 2.3. Finally, the different approaches
to the ultimate challenge of recovering 3D pose either based on 2D pose estimates or directly
from image evidence is provided in Section 2.4.
A summary of the papers reviewed is provided in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Ref ID Input Input+ Output
Roberts [86] Image Train Labels
Srinivasan [102] Image n/a Labels+detect
Zhang [116] Image Sil + Edges Labels
Lan [54] Image Train + Sil Labels
Jiang [47] Image Sil Labels
Andriluka [9] Image Train Labels+detect
Lan [55] Seq Sil Labels+track
Shakhnarovich [91] Image Sil+Train Labels
Mori [72] Image Superpixels Labels
Ren [85] Image Edges Labels
Yang [114] Image Train Seg+detect
Pischulin [78] Image Train Labels+detect
Agarwal [3] Image/Seq Sil Labels/+Track
Table 2.1: Summary of reviewed 2D papers. Each paper’s, inputs, additional inputs, and expected
output are shown. Sil refers to silhouettes, train implies that offline training is required
2.1.1 Generative vs Discriminative
Human pose estimation algorithms in the literature can be separated into two distinct categories
- generative and discriminative. Discriminative approaches are typically data driven and tend to
rely on a mapping from image features (silhouettes, salient features, etc...) to pose information
[19, 3]. The key idea behind discriminative approaches is that the number of typical human
poses is far smaller than the number of kinematically possible ones. This assumption is based
on the fact that a typical image sequence will only contain human motion from several classes
(e.g. walking, running, jumping), rather than all possible action types. Discriminative methods
learn a model that directly recovers pose estimates from observable image metrics modelling
the state posterior directly, by learning an image-to-pose mapping. The mapping is computed
during a training stage which, once finished, allows for rapid estimation of pose but relies
heavily the training data.
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Ref ID Input Input+ Output
Guan [43] Image Sil+Edge+SCAPE Pose
Balan [13] Image Sil+Shadow+SCAPE Pose
Agarwal [4] Image Train+ Upper Pose
Ning [75] Image Train+Detect Pose+Labels
Bissaco [19] Seq Train+Calib Poses+Track
Sminchisescu [99] Image Sil Pose
Elgammal [31] Image Sil+Train(MV) Pose+Viewpt
Daubney [29] Seq Motion+Calib Poses+Track
Vondrak [109] Seq Sil+Edge+Mocap Poses+Track
Wei *[111] Seq 5 Labeled frames Poses+Calib
Raskin [83] Seq Train+Action 2 Poses+Track
Leventon [59] Seq 2D Track Poses
Zhao [118, 57] Image Train Pose
Sminchisescu [101] Seq Train2+SIFT Poses
Sigal [94] Image Sil+Train+SCAPE Pose
Table 2.2: Summary of reviewed 3D papers. Each paper’s, inputs, additional inputs, and expected
output are shown.
Visual cues used in discriminative approaches are often based on salience or segmentation
[72, 102, 114] and attempt to exploit inherent symmetries in the human body [85]. The cues
are used to produce part detections for most body parts. The recovery of human pose from these
detections can then be formulated as either a combinatorial [72, 85, 86] or a parsing problem
[102]. One of the difficulties associated with this class of approaches is their reliance on an
accurate and robust part detector.
Example-based methods [82, 31], for instance, explicitly store a set of training examples whose
3D poses are known and estimate pose by searching for training images similar to the given
input image and interpolating from their poses. Discriminative approaches are also known in
literature as bottom-up or learning-based approaches. Figure 2.1 depicts the discriminative
pipeline. Detectors often fail when background clutter is significant or when body parts have
little visual distinction. Advantages of discriminative approaches include the ability to model
occlusions as well as the freedom to formulate the pose recovery problem for use with efficient
global search algorithms. Generative approaches presuppose an explicitly known parametric
body model (generally a kinematic tree [35, 114, 78]) and estimate pose by inverse kinematics
or numeric optimization of a model-image correspondence metric over the pose variables, using
forward-rendering to predict the images. Bayes’ law is used and the state posterior density is
modelled using observation likelihood or a cost function. Decision making can proceed even in
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Feature 
Extraction
Feature to 
pose mapping 
function 
training
Feature to 
pose 
matching
Input: n 
images with m 
human actors
Input: training 
data
Joint angles 
and location 
for each limb 
of each actor 
in each image
Figure 2.1: Discriminative pose estimation pipeline. Mapping functions are usually trained offline with
hand-labelled data before the framework can be used.
the case of missing or incomplete data and assumptions as well as any prior information (such
as pose constraints) are easily accommodated, but most importantly, there exists a bilateral
dependence between the model and the data.
Such algorithms generally incorporate a likelihood model capable of discriminating incorrect
hypothetical poses from correct ones based on image evidence and an estimation algorithm able
to generate possible pose hypotheses from the parametric body model [47, 55]. Model-based
tracking is a derived technique which focuses on tracking the pose estimate from one time step
to the next, starting from a known initialization based on an approximate dynamical model.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates the generative pose estimation pipeline. Generative pose estimation
Input: n 
images with m 
human actors
Pose 
generation
Input: 
parametric 
body model
Pose to image 
matching
Joint angles 
and location 
for each limb 
of each actor 
in each image
Figure 2.2: Generative pose estimation pipeline. In the candidate pose matching stage, image features
are used as evidence to support or reject a given pose candidate. In purely generative meth-
ods the entire process is online.
frameworks can encounter problems when optimisation is prone to converging to local minima,
requiring a good initialisation and often failing on complex motions [5]. The automatic initial-
isation of such approaches often represents a complex problem itself, and for complex motion
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multiple re-initialisations may be required to overcome tracking failure. Contrary to discrimi-
native methods, generative algorithms are not restricted by training data and are more generic
in the types of content they are able to work with. Generative approaches are also referred to
as top-down, or model-based. For the purpose of clarity, in the rest of this chapter we will use
the terms generative and discriminative when classifying a method.
2.1.2 Datasets
A vast amount of data has been created over the years in order to help evaluate pose estimation
algorithms. A review of the literature would not be complete without presenting the datasets
that are most widely used for evaluating results, and are readily available online. There are a
total of 11 major datasets discussed here, and they are summarised in Table 2.3.
Name Year Data GT
CMU [1] 2001 Studio video 3D Mocap
HumanEva I & II [96, 95] 2006 3D Multi-view 3D Mocap
2010 studio video
Buffy Stickmen [36] 2008 Images 2D Manual*
ETHZ Pascal Stickmen [30] 2009 Image 2D Manual*
Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) [48] 2010 Image 2D Manual
UMPM [2] 2011 Videos 3D Mocap
FLIC [90] 2013 Images 2D Manual
MPII [8] 2014 Images 2D Manual
Human 3.6M [46] 2014 3D Multi-view 3D Mocap
studio videos
Poses in the Wild [25] 2014 Video 2D Manual*
Table 2.3: Summary of 11 pose estimation datasets. *Upper body annotation only.
The CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database (CMU) [1] has existed for a over fifteen
years and is a vast collection of motion capture data. The dataset consists of 2605 short video
sequences of different motions. While the dataset contains ground truth information for 3D
joint locations and the corresponding low-resolution monocular videos, it does not provide the
calibration information necessary to project 3D skeletons to 2D. This makes the CMU dataset
difficult to use for evaluating any 2D pose estimation algorithms.
HumanEva I and HumanEva II datasets [96, 95] were created, in part, to address some of the
issues within the CMU dataset. The HumanEva I contains motion capture data from 4 subjects
performing a set of 6 predefined actions, and seven video streams from different angles (3
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colour, 4 grayscale). The resolution of the images is 640x480. Subjects perform actions such
as walking, jogging, and gesturing, etc. The HumanEva II has only 2 subjects, performing a
predefined sequence of actions. The HumanEva II provides slightly more accurate ground truth
data in 3D than the HumanEva I.
Another motion capture dataset is the Utrecht Multi-Person Motion Benchmark dataset (UMPM)
[2]. The dataset contains actions from 9 different scenarios, each recorded with up to 4 par-
ticipants, totalling 32 multi-view (4 views) motion captured sequences. Ground truth data is
provided by the motion capture data and includes joint locations in 3D as well as the camera
projection matrices required to project these joints to the corresponding 2D video streams. The
main difference between the UMPM dataset and HumanEva is the inclusion of multiple sub-
jects. The dataset is also shot in a studio and the actions remain similar to those in HumanEva.
Recently, the Human 3.6M motion capture-based dataset [46] has been collected. The dataset
was produced with the help of 11 professional actors (6 male, 5 female), across 17 scenarios
and contains 3.6 million video frames. Similarly to HumanEva and UMPM, there are 4 views
of each action, and ground truth information is collected via a motion capture system. The
dataset is also captured in a studio environment, but contains more variation in motion.
There have also been attempts to move away from the very controlled studio-shot data and
to provide more challenging data to work with. The Poses in the Wild dataset [25] contains
30 video sequences of roughly 30 frames each, generated from three Hollywood movies. The
frames have been manually annotated with upper-body pose.
Of the single-image datasets, the Leeds Sports Poses dataset (LSP) [48] contains 2000 images
of sports people gathered from Flickr. The images are scaled, such that the height of the main
person in the image is approximately 150 pixels. Ground truth consists of 14 annotated body
joint locations. The MPII dataset [8] contains 25, 000 images. Images are labelled with activity,
and 2D body joint locations. Images include 410 different activities from everyday life, sports,
work, etc.
Effort has also been made to collect TV-quality data. The Buffy Stickmen and ETHZ Pascal
Stickmen consist of images from the Buffy the Vampire Slayer TV series for the former, and
images taken from various other TV shows for the latter. Annotations include 2D information
for upper-body poses only. The Buffy dataset contains 748 annotated frames over 5 episodes
of the show, while the ETHZ Pascal Stickmen has 549 annotated frames in total. Only frontal
poses are included. Similarly, the more recently collected FLIC dataset [90] contains 5003
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annotated image frames from various Hollywood movies. The annotations include only frontal
upper-body poses and were crowdsourced using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
Of the 11 datasets, 6 provide 2D pose ground truths obtained through manual annotation, and
5 provide 3D pose ground truth from motion capture sensors. An abundance of data exists
for evaluating single image pose estimation algorithm, in a studio environment and in more
challenging settings. Conversely, there is lack of non-studio datasets for evaluating 2D pose
estimation in video sequences. Additionally, many of the studio-shot datasets contain similar
sets of motions and viewpoints, making evaluation across multiple datasets less meaningful.
2.2 Localisation
Body localisation is the first and potentially the most well studied challenge on the way to
estimating, both 2D and 3D, human pose configuration. Detection is important because sole
knowledge of the fact that a human is present in every image throughout the sequence is not
sufficient to recover pose - the location of either the actor or that of body parts must be estab-
lished at each time instance. There are a variety of ways in which this problem is currently
addressed in the literature. Background subtraction is one of the oldest and most commonly
used methods [116, 47, 55]. Other methods include tracking from initial ground truth input
[], detection through recognition [9, 78], and manual initialisation at every frame. Some of
these methods require certain assumptions to be met, such as knowledge of the location of the
ground plane, or that some, or all, of the camera parameters are known.
Each of the localisation strategies has its own strengths and weaknesses. Although there is a
wide variety of methods that deal with background subtraction, for example [117], it is impor-
tant to note that none of the current methods are able to produce perfect silhouettes for natural
scenes and some amount of noise should always be expected.
Human detection in images is another well studied subject and the most commonly used His-
togram of oriented Gradients (HoG) [28] based localisation methods show promising results.
Pang et al. [77] have improved the HoG detection method by reusing some of the already
computed HoG cells. This has sped up detection by nearly 10 times, while retaining the high
accuracy.
Even so, their detection rates are not perfect and false positives can be a serious issue.
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Figure 2.3: Generalised pose estimation pipeline.
Pose estimation techniques are often designed to operate with specific data and in specific
domains such as surveillance, pedestrian detection, sports, etc. If we restrict ourselves to con-
sidering only image-based data streams there are three possible input types: single image,
image sequence, and multi-view image set (or sets). When performing localisation on an im-
age sequence it is sometimes more convenient to perform localisation in a subset of frames and
use tracking to estimate body (or body part) location in the remaining frames. Such tracking
methods are statistically based [83] [55] and rely on a set of dense or sparse features [60, 63].
Tracking methods are affected by drift, instability, and bad predictions as the human body in
motion tends to change significantly frame to frame, especially in sport.
Once a pose estimation framework addresses the localisation problem it can move on to the
next two challenges - body segmentation and 3D pose recovery. At first glance it could seem
that there is significant overlap between segmentation and pose recovery, since if the location
of every limb is known estimating pose is a trivial task. While this is true for the 2D case, in
the case of 3D pose estimation the information provided by limb locations at a single time in-
stance is too ambiguous to produce a single 3D pose and other constraints must be established.
Figure 2.3 illustrates a generic pose estimation pipeline. For the purpose of this thesis body
segmentation and labelling is referred to as 2D pose; this helps separate the literature into two
logical categories: 2D pose estimation and 3D pose estimation. These two categories can be
further separated into two sub-categories - generative and discriminative.
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2.3 2D Pose Estimation
2.3.1 Discriminative 2D Pose Estimation
Part-based discriminative approaches model the human body as a collection of parts, changing
the problem from estimating the entire human pose to estimating pose of individual body parts.
Better results are achieved when the parts are not independent of each other but are locally
and/or globally constrained. The advantage of part-based approaches is that occlusion is easily
modelled and accounted for and efficient global search techniques can be used. In [86], partial
configurations, where some body parts are missing, are allowed into the model, allowing to
account for occlusion by scene objects. Roberts [86] develops a discriminative method is that
it differs from other research in the field in that the focus is on efficient discrimination of a
single person in images with a complex and unknown appearance from a cluttered, unknown
scene. Unfortunately complete pose misses due to background resemblance to the model are
not infrequent.
Srinivasan and Shi [102] propose a method where a subset of salient shapes detected in an
image (via NCut segmentation) is combined into a shape similar to that of the human body,
this is formulated as a parsing problem. The parses are scored by matching to the nearest
exemplar using the inner distance shape context (IDSC) computed from an inner distance and
an inner angle. The inner distance is the shortest path between two points travelling though
the interior of the object, while the inner angle is the angle between the contour tangent and
the tangent of the shortest path between two points. These two measures are less sensitive to
articulation. The test data is that of baseball players with mostly simple backgrounds. The
results report average error of 20 pixels for segmentation using the pose reconstruction, on
average person height of 150 pixels. A serious limitation of the method is the fact that large
foreground regions are required for the algorithm to operate properly.
Ren et al. [85] propose a frame work where they first compute a soft edge map using the local
Probability Boundary operator. Canny’s hysteresis is then used to connect the edge map into
contours and recursively split them into straight lines (piecewise). Next, a Delaunay triangula-
tion is computed. Body parts are modelled by a pair of parallel lines and a discriminative part
detector is built on the basis of the triangulation. For each pair of edges in the triangulation,
a logistic classifier is used to compute its low-level saliency as a body part. The classifier is
trained from 15 images extracted from a skating sequence with hand-labelled parts. Body part
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candidates are identified by exploiting parallelism of part boundaries. Integer Quadratic Pro-
gramming over pairwise constraints between body parts is used to solve the problem. Finally,
the labelled segments and stick figure can be used to find an approximate segmentation. A
major drawback of this approach is that without knowledge of scale and appearance the part
detector is weak (many false detections).
In a similar approach [72] Mori et al. use superpixel (via NCuts) and low-level salient limb
and torso features to produce partial candidate locations for most limbs. The parts are then
combined into partial body configurations, with any impossible configurations pruned through
symmetry and relative scale constraints. The partial configurations are then completed by
combinatorially searching the space of superpixels to recover full body pose. In concluding
remarks for their paper, Mori et al. state that a combination of bottom-up and and exemplar-
based methods should give optimal results.
2.3.2 Generative 2D Pose Estimation
Of the generative approaches, Lan and Huttenlocher [54] attempt to address the problem of
using tree representation for an articulated body model, which does not allow for information
about relations between limbs that are not directly connected by joints, such as symmetry.
They propose an augmented tree model where parts that violate the conditional independence
assumption of the tree model are identified, and factor analysis is used to find the best common
factor that accounts for such correlations. This common factor is then added to the tree model
as a latent variable, preserving the tree structure. Thus, the tree captures kinematic constraints
while the common-factor model accommodates additional constraints in a manner that does
not hinder the computability of the solution.
Another attempt to go beyond tree-based kinematic models was made by Jiang [47]. A part-
relation graph that is far more complex than a tree model is used to model the body but a linear
relaxation technique for this computationally complex problem is also produced. Although the
claim that the method is resistant to image noise and background clutter is made, no experi-
mental evidence is provided to show this. In fact, most of the images displayed in the paper
have extremely simple, untextured backgrounds.
Pictorial Structures (PS) is a probabilistic inference for a tree-structured graphical model where
the overall cost function for a pose decomposes across edges and nodes of the tree. PS recovers
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locations scales and orientations of rigid rectangular part templates that represent a body. Pair-
wise potentials are limited to simple geometric relations (relative position and angle) and unary
potentials are based on image gradients and/or edge detection. PS is a well developed detection
method and can be used for tracking by detection. The disadvantage of PS based methods is
their inability to utilise cues more complex than pixel-level and geometric constrains between
parts. In a 2004 paper Lan and Huttenlocher [55] use a spatio-temporal model though pictorial
structures and use parametrised versions of these models are states for Hidden Markov models
(HMM’s).
Andriluka et al. [9] introduce the idea that pictorial structures may be a generic multi-purpose
solution to pose estimation, detection and tracking. Body parts are modelled using densely
sampled shape context descriptors and are discriminatively trained using AdaBoost classifiers.
Each classifier’s normalised margin as a likelihood in a generative model. Given a generative
kinematic model and a discriminatively trained appearance model, articulated pose is esti-
mated by finding the most probable location for each part given the image evidence through
maximizing the marginal posterior. The method is reliant on a strong discriminatively trained
appearance model and a flexible kinematic tree prior on body part configurations.
Yang and Ramanan [114] propose an extension to the PS model, and introduce the idea of
further dividing the parts into sub-parts loosely connected by springs. A mixture model for
parts is built and learned through quadratic programming at desired orientations, and detections
are then solved using dynamic programming. Although this methods performs very well on
standard datasets, it has trouble dealing with part orientations outside of the training set, does
not handle object occlusions and occlusions by other people, and suffers double counting (left
and right limbs detect on the same region).
In another extension to PS, Pischulin et al. [79], use use poselets to improve the part detector.
Poselets are salient parts of pose that are not restricted to any one body part, but are visually
distinct and easier to detect. They also require extra annotation efforts for the training dataset,
beyond the object bounds. Poselet detections are used to augment unary and pairwise terms of
the PS model. Problems include reliance on a strong torso detector, inability to properly model
foreshortening and self-occlusions.
Ferrari et al. [37] propose a sliding temporal window to link frames when estimating upper-
body pose in videos. The temporal link adds extra edges to the PS model, linking parts to the
previous and the next frame in the sequence. Each frame is then solved within the context of
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the two frames that surround it. The algorithm is shown to produce reasonable results but only
for upright frontal upper-body poses.
The algorithms discussed in this section provides a way of obtaining 2D pose estimates from
single images and videos, but are not able to recover 3D pose from monocular video streams.
2.4 3D Pose Estimation
Much work in 3D pose estimation has adopted the discriminative approach potentially due
to the ability to produce excellent results at low computational complexity, provided required
conditions are met. The problem of providing a mapping between pose space and feature space
lies at the heart of such methods. Approaches vary from nearest-neighbour retrieval [91, 71],
neural networks [89], and regression methods [3] to Bayesian mixture of experts [100, 75].
Relatively little literature exists on combining the generative and discriminative approaches in
a single framework, yet there are many ways in which the two approaches can be combined.
The strength of the discriminative methods lies in their ability to quickly and accurately es-
timate poses that are sufficiently close to their training dataset. In an unconstrained video
sequence where nothing is known, many poses are likely not to conform to the training dataset,
but it is unlikely that no poses would match the training data. Therefore, given a solution
evaluation metric that correlates well with error to ground truth, it should be possible to use a
discriminative algorithm to find poses in those frames that match the training data. Once this is
accomplished, a generative approach could propose candidates to unknown that area in close
proximity to the already solved frames, using the solved frames as prior. Another possibility is
shown in Figure 2.4. Here, the discriminative and generative methods are combined in such a
way that the discriminative method provides an intermediate result to which a generative model
is then fitted. This also allows to separate the model generation constraints from those of the
discriminative algorithm.
This section is organised as follows: Section 2.4.1 discusses the work that has been done using
the discriminative approach, a discussion of generative methods follows in Section 2.4.2, and
Section 2.4.3 covers work that has adopted a combination of the two approaches.
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Figure 2.4: A possible framework that combines the generative and discriminative approaches. The
pose generator function accepts additional constraints from the discriminative features-to-
pose mapping function.
2.4.1 Discriminative 3D Pose Estimation
Discriminative methods all fall within one of three categories depending on what they extract
from an image: silhouettes, body parts and low-level features. How image information is
utilised is one of the most important considerations in pose estimation. Sminchisescu et al.
, Elgammal et al. , and Agarwal and Triggs [100, 31, 3] all utilise image information in the
form of silhouettes. These can be extracted with moderate reliability from images provided
robust background or motion-based segmentation. They are insensitive to lighting and surface
attributes, like clothing colour and texture, and at the same time provide a good initial con-
straint for 3D pose. Silhouettes are, however, subject to two problems. Firstly, shadows and
poor background segmentation tend to distort silhouettes and secondly silhouettes make sev-
eral discrete and continuous degrees of freedom ambiguous. For example, it is difficult to tell
front views from back ones. Fortunately, the inclusion of edge information is a quick remedy
for the second problem unless such factors as clothing interfere [3].
Howe and Leventon [59] produce 3D pose from 2D body part tracking input using a mixture of
Gaussians. Sminchisescu and Telea [99] use a straightforward silhouette to model cost likeli-
hood mapping function to estimate simple 3D poses. A key work promoting the discriminative
approach using silhouettes is by Agarwal and Triggs [3], where silhouettes are first encoded as
shape contexts. They adopt a learning-based solution to mapping image evidence to body pose.
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First, motion capture data is used to train the system. A Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) is
then used for selecting appropriate image features and controlling over-fitting. The skeletal
model is recovered from silhouettes using an State Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
Two methods for disambiguating poses for 3D are proposed. The first method uses a regression-
derived state estimate based on two previous pose vectors, while the second considers multiple
3D configurations that match present 2D image evidence and uses a mixture of linear regressors
to select the “correct" one. The system functions reasonably well for upright walking humans
with little background clutter or motion blur. An evaluation on more difficult data is absent and
the authors state that more complex activities will be considered in future work.
Following up on this idea, Guan et al. [43] combine silhouette and edge information to get a
disambiguated 2D pose and match to a 3D pose database which contains 3D poses parametrised
with subject height, weight, gender, and other real world metrics, called SCAPE [11]. Given
some knowledge of the subject the matches can be very accurate. The evaluation does not give
a clear picture of the performance of the method, and input images shown in the paper seem
to be largely uncluttered and with little noise. Additionally, the method must be initialised via
manual joint selection.
In similar earlier work, Balan et al. [13, 12] also use SCAPE but utilise strong lighting condi-
tions with a point light, and show that in such cases shadows cast by the human body are an
additional source of information. Another interesting use of silhouette information is presented
in [31], where silhouettes from different view points are learned and mapping function corre-
sponding to these view-points are also learned. Such a framework is capable of recovering
the body configuration, the view-point and reconstructing the original input. The method was
developed for walking figures, but is theoretically extendible other activities. The mapping is
constrained to the trained manifold making the pose recovery process more robust to noise and
bad input data. The major drawback is that poses can only be recovered for learned activities.
In their 2006 paper Agarwal and Triggs [4] propose a bottom-up framework for upper body
pose estimation. Images are encoded using SIFT-like (Histogram of gradient orientations) de-
scriptors over uniform image patches for the entirety of the image. Colour information is not
used. Non-linear matrix factorisation (NMF) is the applied to the SIFT descriptors, removing
some clutter and efficiently encoding them. The NMF bases are learned on “clean" images,
without clutter to reconstruct the cluttered image patches. The NMF representation of the
SIFT descriptor is also capable of suppressing unwanted features from the background. The
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algorithm is trained and evaluated on two different data sets and has no need for segmenta-
tion. Features extracted from the image are then combined for pose regression. This approach
(regression-based) eliminates the need for a huge training set. The presented method, however,
was only tested on upper-body pose estimation problems.
Zhao et al. [118] propose the use of SIFT encoded salient feature points obtained using a
Harris corner detector. The aim is to capture not only the spatial co-occurrence and context
information of the local structures but also encode their relative spatial positions. In addition,
the use of the SIFT descriptor introduces illumination and position invariance as it is computed
on overlapped patches instead of pixels. The results are tested using the publicly available
HumanEva [93, 97] dataset.
In [19] Bissacco et al. take as input a monocular sequence of images and use low level ori-
ented Haar features and motion cues to locate body parts. They then use multidimensional
boosting regression algorithm to provide a mapping from body part features to pose. In [75]
a new descriptor is introduced - Appearance and Position Context descriptor (APC), inspired
by shape context descriptors with a few differences. A bag-of-words representation is used
and a Bayesian mixture of experts is employed to obtain a solution. Evaluation is done on the
HumanEva dataset and joint-angle error is lower than in the work by Bissacco (of 0.05 to 0.2
degrees). The algorithm is capable of coping with some amount noise and background clutter,
and does not require background subtraction.
2.4.2 Generative 3D Pose Estimation
Early work [14, 15] developed a technique that allows semi-automatic estimation of limb
lengths and pose from a single image by constructing a discrete hyper-ellipsoid of stick hu-
man body models in order to capture the variance of the statistical anthropometric information.
These methods, showed good results only for frontal poses and are relatively slow. When em-
ploying the generative approach, simulating the physical world can help with pose estimation,
after all, the image sequence is capturing a real world physical interaction. This idea is pre-
sented in [109]. Here, Bayesian filtering is used to track body pose between frames aided by
input from a physical simulation (Newtonian) that predicts plausible locations of the object of
interest at the next time instance. Aside from physics, strong motion cues can be utilised to aid
pose estimation.
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Daubney et al. [29] use a combination of the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker and
particle filtering (with RANSAC [53] used to separate foreground features from background
features) to locate the pelvis of a person in an image sequence. Assuming known camera
parameters and ground plane location it is possible to estimate the height of the person using
particle filtering. Next limbs are found through a combination of gait, motion capture training
data and moving features using dynamic programming. Such an algorithm, however, requires
very specific conditions to function.
Similarly to attempts to move away from a simple tree model in 2D pose estimation, [83]
employ a hierarchical body model and hierarchically annealed particle filtering to perform 3D
body part tracking. The hierarchical model allows the framework to be extended to tracking
of two persons. The use of hierarchy improves estimation of body part locations. The current
algorithm is only capable of tracking the number of actors the model has been created for and
is not adaptive. Also, it is difficult to track different actions with the same particle filter - a
problem left for future work.
Lee and Cohen [57] propose a data-driven Markov chaining Monte Carlo (DDMCMC) for
generating sample pose candidates while incorporating some image observations to produce
additional pose candidates through proposal maps. An image likelihood function is then used
to match pose candidates to the input image using region likelihood, colour distribution like-
lihood and skin colour likelihood. Colour distribution likelihood is based on the idea that for
accurate predictions the colour distribution will be different between the background and the
predicted human region. Skin colour likelihood uses skin region matching to evaluate proposed
pose estimates. Given a state candidate with hypotheses of shape, pose and clothing type it is
possible to predict the visible skin colour regions. This measures the likelihood of input image
given the pose estimate state candidate. A good face detector is required for the algorithm to
function, and while the results are strong, computation times tend to be far from real-time.
2.4.3 Combined Generative and Discriminative 3D Pose Estimation
This section considers approaches that attempt to combine elements of generative and discrim-
inative algorithms to achieve better results. In [101] Sminchisescu et al. state that a mechanism
that would allow to consistently combine generative and discriminative processing is needed.
This would bring the flexibility that comes with generative modelling enabling the represen-
tation of a large set of possible poses with correct occlusions and foreshortening, as well as
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consistency with image evidence, and the speed and simplicity of feed-forward processing.
The authors develop a bidirectional model that attempts to incorporate both approaches by
learning the model parameters through alternating self-training stages to maximise the prob-
ability of observed evidence. At one such step, the recognition model is trained to invert the
generative model using model generated samples. In the following step, the generative model
is trained to have a state distribution that is close to the distribution predicted by the discrimina-
tive recognition model. After this offline stage is complete, the inferencing stage is online and
estimates are guided by the recognition model with implicit inclusion of generative consistency
feedback. This helps eliminate incorrect hypotheses.
The method is tested on monocular sequences. In order to learn the model, an algorithm based
on Variational Expectation Maximisation (VEM) is proposed. In effect, the recognition model
acts as an approximating variational distribution for the generative model. Input image features
are SIFT descriptors. The recognition model is a conditional Bayesian mixture of sparse linear
experts. The framework is tested on synthetic and real data; results show average joint angle
errors of 6.7 degrees on noisy training data and noisy testing, which is a rather significant
deviation.
Sigal et al. in [94] use the Shape Completion and Animation of People database (SCAPE) [?
] for learning a low-dimensional mesh model. Silhouettes are used to compute shape con-
text (SC) descriptors, achieving scale invariance, and then use a bag-of-words model to learn
a codebook using k-means clustering. The resulting representation is translation and scale in-
variant. Next, a Mixture of Experts (MoE) model is used to produce initial estimates for pose.
The parameters of the MoE model are learned by maximising the log-likelihood of the training
data set using the Expectation Maximisation algorithm. The learned MoE model then provides
good initial estimates for a generative stochastic state estimator. Very simple synthetic test data
was constructed from the SCAPE database. The same database was used to train the system.
Another set of “real" data was produced under nearly ideal conditions. Reported error mea-
surements are good, but the necessity to use a specialised database for training and searching
as well as lack of convincingly realistic scenarios makes this work limited in usefulness within
the context of our problem.
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2.5 Converting 2D Pose to 3D Pose
Due to much success in the development of 2D pose estimation techniques, methods focused
on providing a way to obtain 3D pose given a 2D pose estimate are also being developed. These
methods rely on geometric constraints to resolve the ambiguities that arise from converting 2D
data to 3D.
Taylor [104] assumes that 2D pose (image point to skeleton joints correspondences) has been
correctly established, and proposes a solution to the problem of mapping the given 2D pose to
a 3D one. Additionally, relative bone lengths are assumed to be known, and it is also assumed
that the image can be explained by an orthographic projection. While this is a greatly simplified
scenario, it is not trivial as multiple correct solutions exist without the introduction of additional
constraints. The method considers the relative foreshortening of each of the body limbs in
the model that is observed in the image, and recovers the 3D world coordinates of the limbs.
Furthermore, Taylor demonstrates that it is possible to introduce an extra constraint, eliminating
the depth ambiguity of the solution.
Building on the idea of using 2D pose as an initialisation for estimating 3D pose, Wei and
Chai [111] propose an algorithm to simultaneously reconstruct 3D human poses and camera
parameters using a number of 2D point correspondences obtained from images. They introduce
a set of constraints to disambiguate 3D pose reconstruction on top of the 2D constraints. Under
a weak perspective projection model at least five images are required to reconstruct 3D poses
and camera parameters. Given manually selected 2D joint locations of an articulated object in
an image sequence, the goal is to reconstruct 3D joint locations relative to the camera.
The skeleton consists of 17 bones (head, neck, back, and left and right clavicle, humerus,
radius, hip, femur, tibia, and metatarsal. Bone lengths are normalized and it is assumed that the
length of the first bone (a reference bone) is 1. Other bone lengths are computed from known
ratios. There are several constraints on 3D articulated reconstruction: bone projection, bone
symmetry, rigid body constraints. These constraints are referred to as “soft" constraints, as
2D image data is often noisy. The problem is then formulated as a continuous unconstrained
optimization framework solving for the camera parameters and skeletal size. Bone lengths,
camera parameters and squares of relative depth are used to reconstruct 3D joint-angle poses
through inverse kinematics. Although the depth direction for bones remains ambiguous, the
evaluation provided in the paper on motion capture data is convincing that the approach allows
accurate estimation of skeletal pose given a reasonable 2D estimate.
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2.6 Summary
A review of current literature, summarised in Figure 2.5, suggests that discriminative methods
need to be trained for a particular problem (i.e. set of standing poses, set of sitting poses,
etc...). Such methods do not generalise well beyond the training data and provide only an
approximate solution. Discriminative methods have two advantages over generative methods.
Firstly, matching from image to pose can be faster than in a generative approach. Secondly,
assuming the input does not deviate largely from the training data, the results tend to be of
high quality. Generative methods are more generic and require no training. As such, generative
methods are often able to give a fair estimate of pose for any pose, assuming the method
addresses known problems (occlusion, self-occlusion, and so on).
In all cases, discriminative and generative, the type of image data that seems to produce reason-
able results with 3D pose estimation is of mostly simple backgrounds with a single human actor
in the foreground. As the background becomes more complex, many of the methods either do
not include such tests in the evaluation, or perform considerably worse. Therefore, algorithms
that attempt to infer 3D pose directly from images generally require a good background model
to function properly.
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2002 Silhouette-to-pose mapping function for simple poses introduced [99] in 3D.
2003 A method for hashing 2D pose training examples is proposed [91].
2004 Pictorial Structures (PS) are introduced to human pose estimation [55]. Superpixels
used to build part models [72]. Multi-view silhouette data used to improve silhouette to
pose mapping functions [31] in 2D.
2005 PS model refined for efficient human pose estimation [35]. HoG features developed and
shown to respond well to humans in images [28]. Part symmetry is used to improve
pose recovery [85] in 2D. Silhouette to 3D pose mapping further improved [100].
2006 SIFT and HoG used to model part appearance [4] for 3D pose recovery. Silhouettes
encoded as shape contexts are mapped to 2D pose using a classifier [3]. An iterative
framework for recovering 3D pose combining generative and dicriminative approaches
is introduced [101]. Markov chaining Monte Carlo (DDMCMC) is used for generating
3D pose candidates [57].
2007 Oriented Haar features and motion cues are used to locate body parts [19]. Shadows
cast by the human body are used as a 3D pose cue [13]. A model that allows for par-
tial 2D body part configurations, where some body parts may be missing is introduced
[86].
2008 A Newtonial physics simulation used to generate 3D pose candidates [109]. SIFT en-
coded salient feature points obtained using a Harris corner detector used to track body
parts [118]. Appearance and Position Context descriptor (APC) introduced [75].
2009 PS used in a generative model with discriminatively trained part appearance models [9]
and a sliding temporal window, linking PS models in different frames, is introduced
[37]. A part-relation graph [47] and a nested hierarchical body model [83] are used
instead of the classical tree to model he human body. Particle filtering and tracking,
as well as a known gait cycle used to track 3D pose [29]. A geometric algorithm for
estimating 3D pose and scale from 2D pose is introduced [111].
2012 PS model extended to allow for multiple sub-parts for body parts [114] and to use
poselets to augment the unary and pairwise terms[79].
2014 Posebits introduced [80] as a qualitative 3D pose descriptor.
Figure 2.5: A timeline of reviewed literature.
Chapter 3
Detecting Body Parts in Sports Videos
3.1 Introduction
Scale and affine transformation-invariant features [17, 62, 51, 7, 22, 58] have been used exten-
sively for rigid object detection and tracking [119] as well as camera calibration and motion
tracking [16] and their usefulness in these types of scenarios has been thoroughly evaluated
[66, 67]. Such features have also been used for pose estimation in controlled environments
[19, 118, 4], but an unanswered question remains about how well these features perform when
tracking athletes and athlete body parts in TV quality video.
The scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is an algorithm for detection and description of lo-
cal image features first published by David Lowe in 1999 [62]. Since then, the SIFT algorithm
and many related methods have been used in the computer vision community as the standard in
image feature detection and description for many applications, including object detection and
tracking . Although these types of features have been used extensively for rigid object tracking
and recognition, it is important to understand how they perform when tracking human motion
and/or human body-parts in monocular sports videos.
The SIFT approach transforms an image into a set of local feature vectors invariant to image
translation, scaling, and rotation. These feature vectors are also partially invariant to affine
transformations as well as illumination changes. The basic operating principle behind the
algorithm consists of several stages. In the first stage, key locations in the scale space are
identified by looking at minima and maxima of a difference-of-Gaussian function. Each point
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is then used to generate a feature vector that describes the local image region. Invariance is
achieved by blurring of image gradient locations.
There are two key components that determine the performance of a scale-invariant feature:
region detection, and region description. Region detection algorithms identify regions of in-
terest in an image that are good candidates for encoding in order to remain distinguishable.
Region description algorithms encode the pixel information within an image region into a de-
scriptor vector, and provide a distance function to measure differences between descriptors. It
is the descriptor encoding process that typically removes sensitivity to illumination and affine
transformations.
This chapter examines the potential for using scale and affine-invariant features for the task
of detecting athlete body parts. Section 3.2 examines the performance of off-the-shelf feature
detector and descriptor implementations. A framework for evaluating the performance of dif-
ferent combinations of detectors and descriptors is used to gain an understanding of how useful
such features may be for tracking human motion. Next, Section 3.3 proposes adaptations of
three descriptor implementations that better match the problem at hand. Additionally, a skeletal
prior is introduced to aid the part detection process. The proposed approach is evaluated on
several TV quality sports sequences.
3.2 An Evaluation of Off-the-Shelf Features
In order to evaluate how well scale-invariant features can track human body parts, a two-stage
evaluation framework is proposed for testing the many possible detector and descriptor pairs.
The first stage evaluates every detector-descriptor combination from the set selected for eval-
uation, based on the quantity and quality of matches produced. This provides a means for
objectively selecting the most promising detector-descriptor pairs for extended evaluation. The
second stage of the evaluation framework tests the most promising detector-descriptor pairs on
full-length TV-quality sports sequences.
3.2.1 Selecting Detector-Descriptor pairs
In the pair selection stage the best performing detector-descriptor pairing is selected for each
test sequence based on the quantity and quality of matches produced using image pairs that
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represent a likely frame-to-frame transition from five different sports sequences, each of a
different sport. Three frame-to-frame motion transitions are manually selected to represent
typical pose changes that can occur between consecutive frames, for each of the five sequence.
Several examples of the consecutive frames used for this initial evaluation stage are shown in
Figure 3.1.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Examples of typical frame-to-frame transitions representing the typical cases in sports
footage: (a) triple jump (b) triple jump (c) gymnastics (d) olympic walk
During the extended evaluation stage, the detector-descriptor combination selected in the first
stage is used in two experiments: matching and tracking. During the first stage of evaluation,
a total of nine region detectors and eleven region descriptors are evaluated across five different
sports sequences. Thus, a total of 99 detector-descriptor pairings were evaluated in the first
stage, and during the second stage the best performing detector-descriptor pairing for each of
the five sequences was tested on the entire corresponding sequence.
These particular detectors and descriptors were selected because: they represent the state-of-the
art in affine-invariant feature detection and description; they have been thoroughly evaluated
and tested, and good parameter sets are known; they include a mix of different feature types
including colour, edge, corner and saliency information. Algorithm-specific parameters for
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detectors and descriptors were selected based on evaluations presented by Mikolajczyk and
Schmid [66] and van de Sande et al. [107].
Region of interest detectors use different image measurements and can be scale or affine in-
variant. The basic Harris corner detector produces strong responses for high-contrast regions
where gradients intersect (such as corners). The Harris affine detector relies on such Harris
interest points detected at multiple scales. Similarly, the Hessian affine detector also uses a
multiple scale iterative algorithm to spatially localize and select affine invariant points. The
difference is that at each scale, interest points are chosen based on the Hessian matrix at that
point. The Hessian-Laplace detector further localised using an iterative search based on the
Laplacian of Gaussians.
The Kadir-Brady saliency detector relies on saliency. While scanning an image for regions of
interest, the detector applies global transformations, local perturbations, and intra-class varia-
tions. These three transformations are applied in order to select features that are remain unique
throughout these three tests.
The Maximally Stable Extremal Regions detector (MSER), is a blob detector designed to
find correspondences between images with different viewpoints, and is widely used for wide-
baseline stereo matching. The concept behind MSER is to detect regions that are most robust
at various levels of intensity thresholding.
The simplest possible descriptor is a vector of pixels, with the Cross-correlation representing
the similarity score between them. When the number of pixels is large, computing a Cross-
correlation becomes computationally intensive.
In order to reduce the complexity involved in matching, distribution based descriptors were
introduced. These feature descriptors use histograms to characterise appearance and/or shape.
The spin image descriptor is an example, where the descriptor is a histogram of relative posi-
tions in the neighbourhood of an interest point. The two dimensions of the histogram are the
distance from the point of interest, and pixel intensity value.
The scale-invariant feature transform descriptor (SIFT) combines gradient locations and ori-
entations into a 3D histogram. The contribution of the gradient locations and orientations is
weighted by the gradient magnitude. Variants of the SIFT descriptor that use colour employ
a very similar approach, but either produce histograms that account for colour in the RGB
colour space (Opponent SIFT), or, alternatively in the opponent colour space (rgSIFT). Other
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SIFT variants include GLOH , where SIFT descriptor is computed for a log-polar location grid
with three bins in radial direction. Alternatively, the shape context descriptor computes a 3D
histogram of locations and orientations for edge points, where all edge points have an equal
contribution to the histogram.
Another class of descriptors is differential descriptors. These descriptors rely on a set of deriva-
tives computed up to a given order, to estimate a point neighbourhood. Steerable filters em-
ploy this idea, and steer the derivatives in the direction of the gradient, making the descrip-
tors invariant to rotation. As a further development, complex filters derived from K(x,y,θ) =
f (x,y)exp(iθ), where θ is the orientation. Complex filters apply a polynomial function for
f (x,y), rather than Gaussian derivatives as used for steerable filters.
Another filtering technique of generalised moment invariants, combines central moments that
characterise shape and intensity in a region. Such moments are independent and can be com-
puted for any order and degree, but can be sensitive to change in colour and geometry.
Tables 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) summarise the detectors and the descriptors that were used in this
evaluation.
The number of detected regions varies based on detector type, detector settings, image content,
resolution, and range from as few as 10 to up to several thousand. However, the numbers of
detected regions generallyspans only a single order of magnitude for images from the same
sequence.
The first stage of the evaluation provides an objective way to select the best detector-descriptor
pair for a given sequence. In order to accomplish this, images It and It+1 from the sequence
at time instants t and t + 1 respectively, are selected. These two consecutive images are man-
ually selected as representative of the frame-to-frame changes that can occur throughout the
sequence. For each of the two images It and It+1, corresponding foreground mask I′t and I′t+1
are constructed by hand. These masks represent the location of the athlete’s body within these
images and are the ground truth foreground region. Next, regions of interest are detected for
each image using each of the nine detectors. Each detected region of interest by the detectors is
then encoded using each of the eleven feature descriptors. Detector and descriptor parameters
were chosen based on values recommended in [66]. Next, for each set of regions of interest
produced from images It and It+1, a pair of corresponding descriptor sets is generated. For
regions of interest generated from It , descriptors are only computed for foreground features,
while for It+1 background and foreground feature descriptors are included. This is done in
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Name Description
Multi-Scale Hessian (hessian) Multi-scale Hessian matrix-based detector [67]
Multi-Scale Harris (harris) Multi-scale Harris edge and corner detector [44]
Hessian Laplace (heslap) Hessian Laplace, optimised for blob detection [67]
Harris Laplace (harlap) Harris Laplace regions invariant to scale and rotation [67]
Hessian Affine (hesaff) Multi-scale Hessian invariant to affine transformations [67]
Harris Affine (haraff) Multi-scale Harris invariant to affine transformation [67]
Multi-Scale Harris-Hessian Harris and Hessian multi-scale detector [67]
(harhesmulti)
MSER (MSER) Maximally Stable Extremal Regions [65]
Kadir–Brady Saliency (salient) Detect locally complex regions [50]
Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [67]
(a) The region of interest detectors that were used in the evaluation.
Name Description
SIFT Scale-invariant feature descriptor [62]
GLOH (RHp) gradient location and orientation histogram [67]
Shape Context (SC) Captures the relative distribution of keypoints [18]
Spin Images (spin) Spin images are intensity descriptors [56]
Cross Correlation (cc) Smooth and uniformly sample [67]
Steerable Filters (jla) Orientation-based filters [40]
Moments (mom) Moments characterise shape and intensity distribution [108]
Opponent SIFT (coloursift) Describes all the channels in the opponent colour space [107]
rgSIFT (siftcolor) 3D SIFT using normalised RGB colour channels[107]
Differential Invariants (KOEN) [67]
Complex Filters (cf) A polynomial-based spatial filter [67]
(b) The region of interest feature descriptors that were used in the evaluation.
order to provide insight into how distinguishable foreground features are from the background
using these feature descriptors, as well as to understand how useful foreground segmentation
may be as a detection prior.
Once descriptors have been computed, the matching process can begin. The objective is to
determine the best region of interest detector, and the best descriptor format for a particular
image pair (and by extension, the image sequence from which the pair was taken). Figure
3.2(b) illustrates what a matching between two frames might look like.
Descriptor matching is done by matching a descriptor in It+1 to features in It within d pixels
away from the feature’s location in It+1. The search distance d was set to one fourth (0.25)
of the athlete’s height in pixels. This distance was picked based on a subjective evaluation
of the amount of frame-to-frame movement of different body parts across the five different
sports sequences. This search distance limitation has the effect of restricting the search in It+1
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(c)
(d)
Figure 3.2: (a) Inputs (It , I′t , It+1, I′t+1 respectively) to the detector-descriptor pairing selection for the triple jump
sequence. (b) A sample match between two consecutive images. All features from the left image It
are matched to the foreground features of the right image It+1. They yellow circles indicate examples
of detected features.
to a coarse foreground region of It . The matching score between two vectors is given by the
Euclidean distance between the two descriptors; any pair whose normalised distance is above
0.5 is discarded.
The match results are analysed and a list of scores for each (det, par,desc) tuple, where det
is the detector, par is the set of parameters for det and desc is descriptor type, is generated.
Scores are calculated by:
SPPV =
Tt p
Tt p +Tf p
, (3.1)
where the score SPPV represents precision, or Positive Predictive Value (PPV) as it is commonly
referred to in statistics, and is the ratio of true positives Tt p to the sum true positive and false
positive Tf p matches. True positives are defined as matches that match from foreground to
foreground, while false positives are those that match from foreground to background. Samples
of required initial input into the testing framework are shown in Figure 3.2, while Figure 3.3
gives a diagrammatic description of the tuning pipeline.
After parameter tuning is completed, the best performing settings are used to track through the
sequence. Two different approaches are tested - reference frame matching and tracking. In or-
der to better understand what role foreground region information plays, each of these methods
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Figure 3.3: Tuning pipeline. The inputs are two images It and It+1, and their corresponding foreground masks
I′t and I′t+1. The PPV is computed as the ratio of true positive to total matches and is described in
Equation (3.1)
is tested with use of foreground information and without use of foreground information.
Reference frame matching is a simple experiment where a single frame is chosen as a reference
frame and then matched to all other frames in the image sequence (backward and forward in
time). This method avoids the drift but at the cost of not adapting to appearance changes as the
human body is deforming throughout the sequence. This provides an evaluation of the stability
of the descriptors and of the features themselves, over long periods of time in the context of
deformable motion. Three criteria must be satisfied for a successful feature match: uniqueness,
consistency and quality.
Uniqueness is a desired property for a detector as it removes uncertainty when deciding be-
tween matches. Assuming that there is just one correct match, it is logical to conclude that the
match should have the best score and that no other match should have a score that is close in
value. Additionally, if the search space has been sufficiently sparsely sampled, no other match
should have a score that is very close to the best. The uniqueness test is performed by taking
the ratio of the best match candidate’s score to the second-best match candidate’s score, where
lower scores indicate a smaller distance to reference descriptor. The lower the ratio, the higher
(worse) the score of the second-best match compared to the best match. If this ratio is below the
uniqueness threshold, the match is considered likely to be correct and unique. The consistency
criteria is useful for ensuring that the best match is reciprocal. The consistency test checks that
if a ∈ A is the best match for b ∈ B from B to A then b is also the best match for a from A to B,
where A and B are the feature sets in It and It+1 respectively. Finally, the quality criterion sets
a threshold above which a distance score cannot be considered a good quality match.
When tracking, features from the first frame start out as “tracks" and are matched to features of
the second frame. Features in the first and second frames without matches create new tracks.
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Tracks are kept “alive" for a number of subsequent frames after failing to score a match. At
every frame, a track descriptor is computed, identical in format to the feature descriptor. This
track descriptor is computed by averaging across all features currently in the track, allowing
for easy comparison to new features and accumulating appearance information throughout the
sequence. Matches are also filtered according to uniqueness, consistency and quality before
being amalgamated into tracks.
Tracks that exceed the keep-alive timer by failing to score a match within the allotted number
of frames are discarded. Furthermore, tracks that acquire matches too rarely can also be pruned
using the ratio of detected matches to the total length of the track (in frames). Figure 3.4 shows
the tracking pipeline.
Figure 3.4: Tracking pipeline.
3.2.2 Results
The performance of the feature detectors and descriptors described in Tables 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)
was tested on four data sets: short run (96 frames), high-definition gymnastics (128 frames),
and standard (81 frames) and high-definition (196 frames) triple jump. The high-definition
(HD) datasets have a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels shot at 30 frames per second. The standard
definition short run and triple jump sequences have a resolution of 720x480. The sequences
represent just several seconds of action which is representative of the length of moments of
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interest where significant events may happen. Such events include, among others, overtakes,
jumps, falls, difficult gymnastics exercises etc.. For brevity, only the results of the detector-
descriptor pairing and tracking methods on the standard definition triple jump sequence (tri-
jumpSD) are presented, as they are representative of the overall picture. Results obtained for
other sequences were very similar.
Figure 3.5 shows a subset of the detector-descriptor pair selection results for the triple jump
s equence. Good matches (true positive) are represented by the blue part of the bar, while
incorrect matches (false positives) are represented by the red part of the bar. Ideally every bar
would be entirely blue and have no red component. However, it is clear from this sample, that
across all detectors there are nearly as many false positive matches as there are true positives,
though the number of total matches varied significantly by detector and descriptor pair. This
indicates that no detector-descriptor pairing is able to detect body part features accurately.
Figure 3.5: A sample subset of detector-descriptor pairing results for the triple jump sequence, representative of
the overall results. Good matches are show in blue, bad matches in red.
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Figure 3.6: Reference frame matching results for the triple jump sequence.
Figure 3.7: Tracks per frame for the triple jump sequence using the Harris Affine detector and the coloursift
descriptor.
Visual assessment of the results shows that detector-descriptor pairs that generated more overall
matches (such as the Hessian-Affine detector paired with the colour SIFT descriptor) tended to
generate higher accuracy of matches within body parts. Additionally, visual assessment of the
results indicates that there are some relatively stable feature matches on heads, knees and feet,
that not only fall within the foreground but also within the correct body part.
Tracking and reference frame matching were done using features from the Hessian-Affine fea-
ture detector and encoded with coloursift descriptors. Figure 3.7 shows the number of tracks
per frame throughout the sequence. The periodic nature of the graph is explained by the gait
cycle present in the video of the athlete performing triple jump. A graph showing the quality
of each frame in terms of score is shown in Figure 3.8, where frame scores represent the ratio
of correct matches to the total number of matches in that frame as per Equation (3.1).
For most frames a large number of tracks are present. Interestingly, the graph in Figure 3.8
is also cyclic as it alternates between frame patches where few tracks are present and those
where there are as many as 35 tracks present. These transitions are gradual and upon further
qualitative examination it is evident that the changes are related to the cyclic nature of human
motion in sports.
Considering matching to a reference frame, Figure 3.6 shows that the number of matches versus
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Figure 3.8: Frame scores for the triple jump sequence using the Harris Affine detector and the coloursift descrip-
tor.
Figure 3.9: Sample tracking results from a short run sequence. The feature trajectories on the athlete’s feet pro-
duce more stable tracks than features on other parts of the body.
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frame number, taking frame 37 as the reference frame, and this indicates that this approach is
reliable only within a few frames of the reference frame. While frame 37 matched very well to
itself and a few of its neighbours, barely any matches were produced in the rest of the sequence.
This is not unexpected, as frames change significantly the .
A visual example of the results obtained using our framework on a short run sequence is given
in Figure 3.9. Of particular interest are the feature trajectories on feet and knees which track
well in this instance. However, in other parts of the sequence different features for the same
body part track, making the overall trajectory for a foot ambiguous and unstable. The analysis
of this method shows that these types of features are not well suited for the task of tracking the
human body.
The results obtained in tracking show that feet, knees and heads have the best detected and
best tracked features for the sequences studied. Other features are unstable and short lived and
are unable to provide useful information. While use of foreground information is an effective
way of removing clutter from tracking results it does not solve the data association problem for
body part tracking. Although it is possible to track some of the more stable features for 5 to
10 frames even in real sports sequences this is not sufficient for the recovery of human pose in
2D.
Two conclusions can be drawn from these results: first, affine features, at least in their default
implementation, are not able to detect and encode image features in a sufficiently discriminative
way to be useful for body part tracking; and second, even when the general location of the body
part can be tracked there is not sufficient information about the location of the tracked feature
within the part (and insufficient stability to guarantee a fixed location) to use the tracks for
estimating pose.
3.3 Building a Part Detection Framework
Rather than attempting to solve the problem of estimating pose in videos in one go, the rest
of this chapter will present a method focussed on solving just one part: detecting and tracking
body parts throughout one gait cycle. For sports that involve walking and running, a gait cycle
is equivalent to two steps of an athlete, such that each foot ends up in the same relative position
at the end of the cycle. For many other sports (rowing, swimming, cycling, etc.) this cycle
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is characterised by repeated motion that results in the same set of poses occurring throughout
large parts of the sequence.
Although the results of the initial tests indicated that there were indeed some stable features that
could be tracked for a reasonable number of frames, these features are not enough to establish
the locations of parts within the mask even when stable detections are available. There is also
no mechanism in place to understand where the features may be located with regard to body
parts, or indeed, to what body parts they might belong. Additionally, obtaining stable features
to track is a challenge that further undermines this initial approach.
One approach to refining the feature matching is to introduce an additional prior into the frame-
work. Since the problem is constrained to tracking humans, it is logical to draw on our knowl-
edge of the human body when searching for such a prior. A simple, yet effective prior that is
commonly used in pose-estimation literature is a skeleton. The human skeleton is often rep-
resented as a tree or a graph of rigid, connected parts and although the aim is to apply it to
modelling a human body, it is generic enough to encompass other objects that have a structure
that consists of connected rigid parts.
For the purposes of the proposed framework the skeleton consists of 17 rigid, connected body
parts in 3D space, with relative body part lengths and widths based on statistical averages.
Figure 3.10 depicts the skeleton model consisting of rigid parts that is used as a prior, and
consists of the torso root (R), head (H), neck (N), right and left femur(RF, LF), tibia (RT, LT),
metatarsal (RM, LM), clavicle (RC, LC), humerus (RH, LH) and radius (RR, LR).
Regions where 3D body parts occur can be crudely modelled as cylinders. For most human
poses these cylinders are viewed side on. When these cylinders are projected using a weak
perspective projection into an image they appear as rectangular regions with a characteristic
aspect ratio i.e. width to height aspect ration ω and a characteristic length λ relative to full
body height. Typical average values of λ are given in Figure 3.10. Thus, such a 3D skeleton
can be used to model approximate 3D human pose in any image. Furthermore, such a skeleton
can be used to produce and project rectangular templates over body parts in the image. This
is achieved by computing the 3D width of a part and projecting it onto the image. Thus, the
projected part width segment forms the height of a rectangular part template, while the bone
length forms the width.
The projection is done using a weak perspective projection and only a single scale parameter
is needed to provide the 2D projection of the 3D skeleton. Within this set of experiments the
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(a)
ID Name Width Length
Ratio (ω) (λ )
0 (R) Root 1.9 0.30
1 (LHp) L Hip 3.2 0.06
2 (RHp) R Hip 3.2 0.06
3 (N) Neck 1.454 0.05
4 (LC) L Clavicle 3.4 0.09
5 (RC) R Clavicle 3.4 0.09
6 (LF) L Femur 3.059 0.27
7 (RF) R Femur 3.059 0.27
8 (H) Head 1.125 0.11
9 (LH) L Humerus 3.0 0.16
10 (RH) R Humerus 3.0 0.16
11 (LT) L Tibia 4.727 0.27
12 (RT) R Tibia 4.727 0.27
13 (LR) L Radius 3.75 0.16
14 (RR) R Radius 3.75 0.16
15 (LM) L Metatarsal 3.5 0.11
16 (RM) R Metatarsal 3.5 0.11
(b)
Figure 3.10: (a) The human skeleton modelled as a set of rigid parts (b) Table summarising body part
relative lengths (λ ) and width to length ratios (ω).
scale parameter is manually set by a human operator to give an approximate match of skeleton
to image data.
Scale is also assumed to be uniform throughout a test sequence. This assumption introduces
significant error when the scale of the athlete is changing significantly throughout the sequence
(e.g. athlete moving towards the camera, or camera zooming on athlete). Test sequence snip-
pets for validating this approach have accordingly been selected such that significant athlete
scale changes are avoided.
Each body part in Table 3.10(a) has two parameters - a relative (to height) 3D length λ , and a
width ratio ω . The relative width of a body part in 3D is its length divided by ω . An illustration
of this relationship is presented in Figure 3.11.
Aside from assuming uniform scale, it is assumed that it is acceptable to have a human operator
initialise the algorithm. Manual initialisation is used to annotate a keyframe at each end of a
test sequence with a skeleton. For every pair of such annotated frames it is possible to compute
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Figure 3.11: Part width is calculated by dividing relative length by ω .
a 3D motion interpolation of each of the body parts assuming constant angular velocity in 3D.
The result is an effective prior for body part locations, orientations, and scale that can be used
to refine the feature tracking. Since the location of body parts in our training frames are known,
either the feature descriptors or the matching algorithm should incorporate this knowledge for
building body-part models, and matching these models in other frames. An example of the
projected skeleton overlaid on the annotated image frame is shown in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: (a) A frame with a foreground mask overlay and a projected skeleton overlay. The part
regions constrain where matches for that part are sought, and in keyframes the part regions
are used to build the model descriptors. (b) Sample foot histogram model. Blob size
represents frequency and blob colour represents the actual bin colour.
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3.3.1 Part Detectors
Although off-the-shelf features did not show much promise overall, some tracking of body
parts was possible. The more trackable parts included elbows, and knees and sometimes feet
and head. In order to further explore whether such types of features can be useful in track-
ing motion within a more constrained framework, three feature descriptor types were selected
for refinement: colour histogram-based ColHist descriptor, Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HoG) [28], and Speeded-up Robust Features (SURF) [17]. The ColHist descriptor is selected
to test the assumption that appearance (namely colour information) can be used to distinguish
between body parts when additional priors are available. The HoG descriptor is a common
feature used for human detection throughout the literature [63, 60, 87, 103]. Finally, SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) is a descriptor similar to SIFT but with faster computation times
and was selected to verify whether any useful information can be obtained from this type of
feature. The HoG and SURF descriptors are useful for locating features that undergo affine
transformations, while ColHist [33] is aimed at employing colour information as an additional
cue for part detection.
The HoG and SURF descriptors are implementations of [28] and [17] respectively, and param-
eters suggested in the papers are used to generate the descriptors. Existing implementations
provided as part of the OpenCV [20] computer vision library were used for both. The ColHit
(CH) descriptor was implemented as a part of this work.
Before detection can begin, the body part detectors first need to be trained on one or more
keyframes. The intersection of the projected rectangular body part templates and the fore-
ground mask are used to generate part models. This process is specific to each detector, and
generally consists of computing and storing features. Once this training is complete part detec-
tion is constrained to a search region centred around the midpoint of the interpolated body part.
The size of the circular search region is controlled by a search radius parameter, relative to the
projected 2D length of the body part e.g. a value of 1.25 would mean that the search region has
the radius of 1.25 times the projected 2D length of the body part. For the experiments in this
chapter keyframes are chosen manually with consideration of two factors: visibility of body
parts, and the quality of pose interpolation that can be generated between a pair of keyframes.
The ColourHist (CH) descriptor is somewhat similar to the descriptor developed by Shotton et
al. for use with the Xbox Kinect [92], but relies only on part appearance and silhouette infor-
mation. The part detector is first trained by computing an 83 RGB colour histogram for each
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: (a) Sample test image with distinct colours for all visible body parts used to verify CH
detector output. (b) Pixel score distributions for each body part as output from the CH
detector. Each image shows the detector response to a body part. White pixels are those
likely to belong to the body part being detected.
body part from the intersection of the foreground mask and the rectangular body part region in
one or more keyframes. The histogram is sampled from image data at 8 bits per colour channel
and is normalised by the total number of samples. This normalised 3D colour histogram serves
as an appearance model for body parts. Figure 3.12(a) is an example of regions from which the
histogram model is built while Figure 3.12(b) shows a sample histogram of a foot model. The
histogram is represented as a 3D graph with three axes corresponding to the red, green, and
blue components. An RGB bin is represented by a sphere in this 3D space, where the sphere
radius corresponds to the number of samples that have fallen into that bin. The colour of the
sphere represents the colour average of that bin.
In the case of k body parts, this appearance model provides k colour distribution functions, one
for each body part and are these used to provide a per-pixel probability for each part within
a region of interest. The probability of a pixel belonging to a part is computed by taking the
normalised value of the bin into which the RGB values at the pixel would fall. An example
training image is presented in Figure 3.13(a), along with a a visualisation of one such set of
distributions (one for each body part) in Figure 3.13(b).
Each pixel has k probabilities, one for each body part. These probabilities form a k-dimensional
vector at every pixel of the foreground region. Each element represents the likelihood of
the pixel belonging to a given part based on colour using the distribution functions obtained
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during training. This vector is then normalised by the maximum of its elements, creating
k-dimensional descriptor dCH(p) assigned to the pixel p(x,y), where each element of the de-
scriptor dCH(p) is the relative probability of the pixel belonging a body part. The rationale here
is that each pixel in the foreground mask should, in principle, belong to one of the body parts.
The normalisation gives a relative measure of the pixel belonging to each distinct body part,
ideally yielding clusters of pixels that most likely belong to the same body part.
Next, at each pixel, within the intersection of the search region and the foreground mask, a
rectangular template R = {p0, p1, ..., pP} containing P pixels is centred with varying orienta-
tions. The support score DCH(k) that evaluates a detection descriptor dCH for part k is given by
Equation (3.2) below:
DCH(k) =
∑Pi=0dCH(pi)k
P
(3.2)
where dCH(pi)k gives the probability of pixel pi belonging to part k.
The HoG descriptor describes image features using intensity gradients. The region of interest
is divided into a grid of square cells, with each cell containing a number of pixels. A gradient
direction is computed at each pixel and binned into a cell gradient direction histogram. The
descriptor is simply a concatenation of the gradient direction histograms of the cells. This
enables the descriptor to capture object rotations, yet remain invariant to other geometric and
photometric transformations. The HoG descriptor has been extensively used for pedestrian
detection.
Training of the HoG detector begins with the building of a model descriptor using the rectan-
gular image region that is identified by the projected skeleton prior. Image patches, defined by
the rectangular region around a potential part detection with a slight region increase to ensure
inclusion of part edges, are first rotated to match the orientation of the model. Support scores
for these detections are then computed as the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between cells
of the model descriptor hk and the part candidate descriptor h′k normalised by the number of
cells Ck, as given in Equation (3.3), where the ith candidate descriptor cell is given by c′k,i and
the learned model cell is given by ck,i. The normalisation ensures that parts of different sizes
can receive comparable support scores.
DHoG(k) =
∑Bki=0 |bk,i− c′k,i|
Bk
(3.3)
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Body-part models for the SURF descriptor are built by first detecting features on the entire
image using the Hessian affine region detector [17]. These features are then encoded using
the SURF descriptor, and those encompassed by the rectangular part region, produced by the
projection of the 3D part cylinders onto the 2D image, are incorporated into the model of a
particular part.
Support scores for part candidate detections are computed using a k-nearest-neighbour algo-
rithm variant called fast approximate nearest neighbour [73]. For each descriptor within the
detection rectangle, the method finds the closest model descriptor using the Normalised Sum
of Squared Differences dnssd as a distance measure. If the closest model descriptor is for the
same body part that the rectangle was generated for, the distance score is used to compute the
SURF support score, otherwise it is ignored. The support score for a SURF detection is the
average in Equation (3.4).
DSURF(k, i) =
∑Nki=0 dnssd(dk,d
′
k,i)
Nk
(3.4)
The number of descriptors d′k,i that are within the rectangular region R for part k and are closest
to the corresponding model descriptor dk is given by Nk.
These three part detectors, CH, HoG and SURF, are evaluated on the task of body part detection
supported by a skeletal prior.
3.3.2 Evaluation
Twelve frames from each of seven different TV quality sports sequences have been selected
to test the part detectors: Olympic walking (walk3, walk1), triple jump (trijump, trijumpHD),
Olympic rowing (rowing), heptathlon hurdles (hurdles), and gymnastics (gymnasticsHD). The
12 frames that were selected from each of these sequences are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
The first and last frames are used as keyframes where a skeleton is manually annotated and
these skeletons are depicted in red. From these keyframes, the interpolation prior is computed
using quaternion interpolation and the resulting skeleton is shown in blue. The frames roughly
cover one full gait cycle in each of the corresponding sports except for gymnastics where there
are no apparent gait cycles.
The goal is to create an algorithm that can be applied to an interesting section of a sports image
sequence, and provide pose estimates for that region. Although 12 frames represent only 0.4
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Parameter Name Value Description
Θ baseRotationRange 40 rotation range in degrees
∆θ baseRotationStep 10 rotation step size in degrees
Φ baseSearchRadius 1.5 search radius relative to part length
∆φ baseSearchStep 0.2 search step relative to part width
Table 3.1: Default detector parameters
seconds of a video at 30 fps, this is the approximate time span in which interesting motions
occur. Additionally, this duration is generally sufficient to cover a full gait cycle. Thus, if it
can be shown that the approach is able to reconstruct motion on these clips, then it should be
able to cope with longer sequences.
From Figures 3.14 and 3.15 it is clear that interpolation can provide a reasonable estimate of
the motion of most body parts, but it fails at capturing some details.
The evaluation criteria for the three part detectors are centred around several questions:
1. How well does each part detector’s support score reflect error to ground truth?
2. How large should the search region be, and how finely should it be sampled?
3. How can the part detectors be combined?
Two sets of experiments are designed to answer these questions. The first experiment attempts
to answer questions 1 and 2 separately for each of the three part detectors. For this experiment,
four parameters are tested one at a time: baseRotationRange, baseRotationStep, baseSearchRa-
dius, baseSearchStep, jointCoeff, tempCoeff, partDepthRotationCoeff. The baseRorationRange
(Θ) and baseRotationStep (∆θ ) parameters control allowed rotation range and the rotation
step respectively when sampling using part rectangles. Similarly, the baseSearchRadius (Φ)
and baseSearchStep (∆φ ) parameters control the search radius and search step size (in pixels)
around the interpolated part’s centre. Finally, jointCoeff (α), tempCoeff (β ), and partDepthRo-
tationCoeff (φ ′) are three coefficients that influence the energy function. . While one parameter
is being tested, all other detector parameters are fixed at default values derived empirically and
listed in Table 3.1.
The second set of experiments tests how well detectors perform when used in combination. For
this set of experiments, all parameters are fixed and for each rectangular detection template the
combined detection support score is derived from a weighted sum of its three detector scores.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.14: Detector test sequences of 12 frames. Red skeletons represent the keyframes, blue skele-
tons represent the interpolation. (a) gymnasticsHD (b) trijump (c) triplejumpHD (d) hur-
dles
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.15: Detector test sequences of 12 frames. Red skeletons represent the keyframes, blue skele-
tons represent the interpolation. (a) rowing (b) walk1 (c) walk3
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Experiments to determine the optional weights between descriptor pairs are done for three
detector pairings: CH and HoG, CH and SURF, HoG and SURF.
Error between a ground truth limb location and a detection for part k is described in Equation
(3.5), where jk,det and j′k,det represent the detected parent and child joint locations for body part
k in 2D image space, and jk,GT and j′k,GT represent their respective ground truth locations.
Epart(k) =
dnssd(jˆk,det , jˆk,GT )+dnssd(jk,det , jk,GT )
2
(3.5)
The distance function dnssd gives the normalised sum of squared differences between two vec-
tors u¯= {u0,u1,u2, ...,un} and v¯= {v0,v1,v2, ...,vn} of length n and is formulated in Equation
(3.6).
dnssd(u¯, v¯) =
∑i=ni=0(ui− vi)2
n
(3.6)
Thus, the distance function dnssd(j0, j1) effectively gives the squared difference between joints
j0 and j1. For brevity, only the graphs for the gymnasticsHD, walk3 and trijump sequences are
presented as they are generally representative of the data.
Figures 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 show the relationship between detection ranking by support score,
and the corresponding error to ground truth for the CH, HoG and SURF detectors during for
the searchDistCoeff (Φ) parameter test. The main idea behind this type of graph is to relate
how well a detectors support score corresponds to its error to ground truth. If all detections can
be ranked based on their score, from best to worst, and plotted against error to ground truth,
then the resulting graph should tend towards direct proportionality - as the detection ranks get
further away from one, error should generally increase.
As each detector produces a varied number of detections for each part in each image the detec-
tions have been binned into 100 bins by rank, such that if there are 1000 detections then each
percentage bin will contain 10 detections. The first bin would contain the top ten detections,
the second bin the next ten, and so on. The graphs show RMS error for 100 bins (one for each
percentage point) of these detection ranks. Zero errors indicate that all detections in that bin
have an undefined score due to mostly missing the foreground mask as can be the case when
interpolation stray significantly from the mask.
An initial look at the graphs reveals that there is a definite trend for increasing RMS error
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.16: CH Error vs Label Rank
further down the ranks of detections for the CH and HoG detectors. This is an indication that
the detector is actually capable of distinguishing good detections from bad ones, and although
the jitter shows that the correlation is not perfect. As the search distance increases, the curves
become smoother due to the larger number of overall detections.
Counter-intuitively, as the search distance increases the RMS errors get higher. This is an
illusion produced by the graph, as in absolute terms, the RMS errors for the top 100 labels,
for example, is actually lower when search distance is higher, but these 100 first labels would
make it into the first percentage bin for a large search radius, while being spread out over many
more bins for the small search radius, where detections are fewer in number. This introduces a
skew in into the graph.
Unlike CH and HoG, the SURF graphs in Figure 3.18 show different results. The relationship
between score and RMS error is not as positive, with top detections often performing worse
than those further along in ranking. Aside from this, the errors themselves for the top detections
range from 25 to 30 pixels, compared to just 5 to 15 for CH and HoG in the same bins.
Aside from understanding how well the detectors scoring systems reflect error to ground truth
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.17: HoG Error vs Label Rank
it is also interesting to understand how different detection and search parameters influence their
performance.
In order to measure how the part detectors perform as well, as well as how they react to different
parameter settings we compute the number of acceptable matches in the top 10% (by support
score) of detections. Acceptable matches are defined to be those whose error relative to GT
is under 15% of the respective part’s length in 2D and this is consistent with a strict Percent
Correct Parts measure often used in pose estimation [10]. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show such
graphs for the searchStepCoeff experiment for the CH detector.
When it comes to search distance and the search step, a distance of around 2.1 part lengths
seems to produce a reasonable number of good detections (3-7), while small search step sizes
always provide more accurate estimates. Search region sizes larger than 2.1 seem to provide
little additional benefit.
Similarly, Figures 3.23 and 3.24 give the same graphs for HoG and show a similar situation.
There is more variation in optimal search radius for the walk3 sequence, but the overall picture
remains almost the same.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.18: SURF Error vs Label Rank
Finally, Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the results of this experiment for the SURF part detector.
SURF consistently performs far worse than CH and HoG and is not capable of reliably produc-
ing a reasonable number of good detections under any of the settings. This further confirms
findings during initial testing with similar features.
Graphs for the detectors related to testing the rotation range as well as rotation step are pre-
sented in Figures 3.25 through 3.30. It is interesting that CH and HoG agree for all three se-
quences on the optimal rotation range of 40 degrees. According the the graphs, increasing this
range either has no effect, or, if done to extreme, may have a negative impact on performance
as body parts match equally well to their 180 degrees rotated positions.
There is also global agreement between CH and HoG throughout all three sequences about the
rotation step size, which is optimal at 10 degrees. Just as with the previous experiment, SURF
fails to produce any reasonable results except on the trijump sequence, where it agrees with the
other two detectors regarding optimal rotational range and step.
The analysis done so far has shown that SURF is not a reliable part detector, but CH and HoG
can be. Furthermore, CH and HoG share a similarity in the parameter ranges that produces
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.19: CH Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchDistCoeff experiment.
reliable results. This makes them good candidates for weighted mixing. For completeness,
SURF is also mixed with the other two detectors but the results are expected to be poor.
Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 show the effects of mixing the two part detectors.
As predicted, when mixing CH and HoG, values between 0.1 and 0.5 produce an overall im-
provement in the number of accepted detections for all three sequences when compared to
each detector’s performance separately. The mixing weights do fluctuate somewhat depending
on the sequence, but the difference within the range is not so significant as to justify having
different mixing parameters for different sequences.
When mixing with SURF, results become significantly worse. Adding in SURF to any of
the other two detectors significantly decreases their performance, though both CH and HoG
seem to be able to carry poor SURF performance in the triplejump sequence. There are two
reasons why this is happening. First, the triplejump sequence has much smoother frame to
frame transitions than the other three sequences, making it more likely that SURF features
from training can be detected. Second, the CH and HoG detectors both perform well on this
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.20: CH Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchStepCoeff experiment
sequence, and event a small contribution from either of these is a significant help to SURF.
Finally, Figures 3.34 and 3.35 show samples of results obtained simply by taking the top scor-
ing body-part label at each of the test frames using a combination of the HoG and CH detectors.
It is clear from the images that the detector combination can do a reasonable job when the ini-
tialisation (skeletal interpolation prior) is good. Problems begin when the assumption regarding
interpolation being a good prior becomes invalid.
There are two common cases for why detections are incorrect: data association and search
distance. These two issues are actually inter-related, as setting higher search regions improves
robustness to interpolation failure, but introduces difficulties in discerning between different
body-parts that may not be distinct. Such cases are visible in Figures 3.35(b) and 3.35(c),
where the interpolation for a leg is nowhere near the actual location of the same leg in the
frame.
Consequently, smaller search regions provide less ambiguity as to which part is which but are
prone to failure when interpolated limbs stray too far away. These issues are most apparent
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.21: SURF Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchDistCoeff experiment.
in parts that are further down in the hierarchy, e.g. (metatarsal, radius) as well as very small
parts (hip, clavicle, neck). In the first case, this is most likely due to the fact that interpola-
tion performs much worse at extremities, violating the assumption of being a reasonable prior
for those limbs. In the second case, the interpolation may be very stable, but parts can be
in close proximity and there and virtually indistinguishable in appearance (especially smaller
body parts).
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of the initial work done in body part tracking using
scale-invariant features as well as a refined framework for training body part detectors and
detecting body parts in frames of the sequence using a skeletal prior. Three part detectors were
tested on the problem of detecting body parts in sports footage. The CH and HoG detectors
were able to successfully locate body parts, while the SURF detector fared poorly. The effects
of combining detectors were also studied, showing that combinations of CH and HoG produce
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.22: SURF Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchStepCoeff experiment
better results, while SURF should be avoided altogether.
The evaluation in Section 3.3 was designed to answer three questions:
1. How well does each part detector’s support score reflect error to ground truth?
2. How large should the search region be, and how finely should it be sampled?
3. How can the part detectors be combined?
Experimental results have shown that CH and HoG have a good correspondence with error to
ground truth, and a poor score from either of these detectors means that a part candidate is a
poor choice. This was not the case for SURF. SURF is unable to correctly estimate how good
a part is by this criteria.
Studying the search regions has led to the conclusion that the CH and HoG detectors share
a common optimal parameter space. For rotation the optimal search region was 40 degrees
with a step size of 10 degrees. For search distance, the optimal distance was around 2.1 limb
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.23: HoG Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchDistCoeff experiment.
lengths radius from the original location. The results for SURF were less obvious since perfor-
mance was poor across the board, though similar trends in terms of search distance and rotation
distance were observed.
Finally, it was shown that the CH and HoG detectors can be combined with weighted mixing,
and that the results they provide are better than when detections are done separately.
Although this refined approach shows that well-trained detectors are able to detect body parts
when given skeletal prior information, several problems remain. First, the result is a discon-
nected set of part detections that is not temporally coherent. Second, the problems of double
counting and data association are still unsolved. And third, the accuracy of the obtained results
is lower than what is desired. The next chapter presents an approach aimed at alleviating some
of these shortcomings.
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(c) trijump
Figure 3.24: HoG Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the searchStepCoeff experiment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.25: CH Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationRange experi-
ment.
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Figure 3.26: CH Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationStep experiment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.27: HoG Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationRange experi-
ment.
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(c) trijump
Figure 3.28: HoG Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationStep experiment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.29: SURF Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationRange experi-
ment.
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(c) trijump
Figure 3.30: SURF Detector: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the baseRotationStep experi-
ment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.31: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the CH vs HoG experiment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.32: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the HoG vs SURF experiment.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) trijump
Figure 3.33: Acceptable detections in the top 10% for the SURF vs CH experiment.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.34: Top labels visual results. Red skeletons represent the keyframes, blue skeletons represent
the interpolation, blue overlays represent the detections. (a) gymnasticsHD (b) trijump (c)
triplejumpHD (d) hurdles
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.35: Top labels visual results. Red skeletons represent the keyframes, blue skeletons represent
the interpolation. (a) rowing (b) walk1 (c) walk3
Chapter 4
Temporally-Linked Pictorial
Structures
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a keyframe-based pose estimation framework for sports videos that
brings together part detection and discrete optimisation. The proposed algorithm avoids the
loss of generality and bypasses the requirement for pre-existing motion captured training data
of specific athlete motions, by training on a small number of keyframes scattered throughout
the video sequence. The focus of the framework is on pose estimation with the assumption that
a human is detected and an approximate foreground mask is available. Silhouette extraction
is a well studied problem and there is a wide variety of methods that deal with background
subtraction. Throughout this work the algorithm and code of Reddy et al. [84] is used to
provide silhouettes of acceptable quality.
There are two main contributions discussed within this chapter:
• the introduction of a global temporal smoothness term applied to the pictorial structures
model and confirmation that this term has a significant impact on the outcome of the
solution
• a framework for estimating full body pose in challenging circumstances by effectively
moving the learning stage of the algorithm online.
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An additional advantage of the approach is that approximate joint positions are recovered,
rather than just part location areas, making it easier to extend the framework to 3D by applying
2D to 3D pose conversion algorithms ([104, 111]). The keyframes provide a motion prior and
local part appearance models.
The Pictorial Structures (PS) framework was introduced by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher as
a computationally efficient framework for part-based modelling and reconstruction of objects
[35], and is based on the original 1973 work of Fischler and Elschlanger [38]. The idea is
to represent objects as a collection of parts arranged in a deformable configuration. Each
part’s appearance is modelled independently, and the configuration is represented by spring-
like connections between parts. A natural way to represent a PS is in terms of an undirected
graph G = (V,E), where the vertices V = {v1, ...,vk} correspond to the k parts and where for
every pair of connected parts vi and v j there is an edge (vi,v j) ∈ E. This representation is
quite generic and independent of the scheme used to model the appearance of each part and the
way in which they are connected. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher tested this framework on the
problem of pose estimation, choosing to represent the human body as a skeletal tree of parts.
Although the PS framework has since been extended in a number of ways, including better part
detectors [79, 114] that incorporate different part models, and, when working with videos, the
addition of some form of a temporal smoothness terms [37, 36], it is still not able to accurately
recover human pose in real footage.
The work presented in this chapter builds on the promising PS framework and the detectors
introduced in the previous chapter, opting for a semi-automatic model-based approach that
relies on the presence of an operator, rather than attempting to come up with sufficient offline
training data that would be able to deal with any sport. There are two reasons for why this
is the preferred option. First, this keeps the approach generic enough to deal with any sports
event without having to first train the algorithm specifically for the activity. Second, as the
target use scenario is within a production environment with the presence of human operators,
complete automation is not as critical as the quality of the results. Although experiments in
this chapter are focused on athletic events footage, no assumptions are made about body size
and appearance, type of motion, and the scene.
The proposed algorithm introduces an effective constraint on pose change over time for a full
human skeletal model, and is capable of estimating pose in unconstrained scenarios requiring
a relatively small number of keyframes. Figure 4.1(a) illustrates a sample result from the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) Comparison of the proposed method with interpolation in green and solution in black with a sil-
houette overlay (left) to an off-the-shelf implementation of [36] (right).
(b) Graph (tree) representation of the human kinematic skeletal model consisting of 13 body parts
overlaid on a running athlete. The boxes represent the rectangular part regions for each of the corre-
sponding graph nodes.
proposed algorithm compared to an off-the-shelf method by Ferrari et al. [36], demonstrating
full-body 2D pose estimation with the proposed approach.
4.2 Problem Formulation
The previous chapter introduced a set of part detectors that were capable of recovering hu-
man body parts in TV footage using image and foreground information, as well as a skeletal
prior. The framework proposed here is an extension to the work presented in Chapter 3 and
requires no additional inputs. Thus, what is required is an image sequence with corresponding
foreground masks, as well as several user-created keyframes. As per the previously presented
detector framework, the keyframes are used for building appearance models of body parts as
well as to provide a body part location prior through motion interpolation.
Since the SURF part detector performed poorly, only two detectors from Chapter 3 are used
for building the part detectors - CH and HoG. The human skeletal tree model used with sports
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TV footage is similar to that in [35] consisting of K = 13 body parts (root (R), head (H), neck
(N), right and left femur(RF, LF), tibia (RT, LT), metatarsal (RM, LM), humerus (RH, LH)
and radius (RR, LR) as depicted in Figure 4.1(b). Although all experiments here focus on the
reconstruction and tracking of human body pose, the proposed framework is not fixed to any
particular skeleton model, nor, indeed, only human skeletons, and can easily be used for any
articulated object, as long as the skeleton structure can be modelled as a tree.
The skeletal model used differs slightly from the one presented in the previous chapter, in that
the left and right clavicle, left and right hip and the neck, have been removed from the model.
These parts were removed because detection results indicated that their appearance was too
ambiguous.
Throughout the rest of this work, the detections produced by the part detectors are referred
to as part labels, and the problem of recovering body pose becomes a label generation and
assignment problem. In order to have a good solution, two assumptions must be satisfied:
• the set of labels generated for any body part should contain a label that corresponds to
ground truth
• the correct (i.e. closest to ground truth) label should be chosen during optimisation
Let xt be the state of the skeleton at time instant t. Let the label lk represent the state (x,y,θ ,s)
of part k as per the standard PS model [35], where x and y represent the centre of the body part,
θ represents the orientation angle, and s the relative scale. Then xt = {l0, l1, ..., lK}t .
Assuming that the correct solution is in fact contained within the generated set of labels, the
problem of estimating human pose in a sequence of T frames can then be mathematically
formulated as a cost minimisation:
X=
{
argminx
( T
∑
t=0
D(xt)+α
T
∑
t=1
Stl ps(xt ,xt−1)
)}
where X represents the temporal sequence of poses {x0,x1...xT}, D(xt) represents the data
term and Stl ps(xt ,xt−1,) the smoothness term at time instant t. The data term evaluates the cost
of a state xt with respect to image observations, while the smoothness term applies skeletal
structure and temporal continuity constraints.
In practice, the data term effectively gives the label support scores as computed by the part
detectors, while the smoothness term applies geometric location constraints exploiting known
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information about the skeletal structure. The data term is therefore defined as the sum of the
data terms of the skeletal parts:
D(xt) =
K
∑
k=0
Dpart(kxt ) (4.1)
For the smoothness term, the first, and obvious constraint, is that parts should be connected by
the correct joints in order for the skeleton to make sense. The second constraint is based on
the assumption that frame-to-frame motion should be smooth, and that an arm at t = 0 is not
expected to move very far across the image at t = 1. Thus, the smoothness term consists of two
distinct components: an inter-limb distance cost S joint(xt) that represents joint connectivity,
and a temporal distance cost Stemp(xt), representing smoothness of motion across time:
Stl ps(xt ,xt−1) = S joint(xt)+βStemp(xt ,xt−1) (4.2)
where the joint distance cost for a skeleton configuration xt is given by:
S joint(xt) =
K
∑
k=1
dnssd(lk, l′k) (4.3)
where the hierarchical parent of part label lk, according to the skeletal structure, is given by l′k.
The root label at k = 0 has no parent and is omitted from this term, creating a soft requirement
on inter-part connectivity.
The temporal term is effectively the Euclidean distance between the joint locations at times t
and t−1 and is defined as:
Stemp(xt ,xt−1) =
K
∑
k=0
dnssd(lk,t , lk,t−1) (4.4)
Figure 4.2 illustrates what the structure of such a graph might look like for three consecutive
frames.
One of the conclusions drawn from the experiments in Chapter 3 was that interpolation is not
always reliable, especially for body-parts that are further down in the skeletal tree (metatarsal,
radius), as well as very small parts that are simply not sufficiently visually distinct. In order to
address the problem of interpolation being less accurate further down the skeletal tree, a search
radius multiplier term φ ′ is introduced into the framework, such that for a defined search radius
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Figure 4.2: Representation of temporal and inter-limb links for frames at time instants t−1, t and t +1.
Coloured links represent the temporal constraint, black links represent the joint connectivity
constraint.
Φ, the effective search radius Φk is defined as:
Φk =Φ∗φ ′depth(k) (4.5)
where depth(k) gives the depth of part k in the skeletal part tree, with the depth of the root
node k = 0 at zero.
This formulation connects the skeletal tree structures in time, creating a complex graph with
many loops. While no efficient method for exact inferencing exists, generalised Belief Propa-
gation has been shown to quickly converge on local minima that are close to the solution.
4.3 Factor Graph Optimisation using Belief Propagation
In order to solve the optimisation problem in Equation (4.2) for the graph produced by the
connected skeletal trees (Figure 4.2), the graph is first converted into a factor graph [52]. Factor
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graphs are bipartite graphs and have a variable node for each variable vi and a factor node for
each local function f j in a global function g. There is an edge connecting the variable node vi
and the factor f j if and only if vi is an argument of f j. Essentially, the factor graph represents
the mathematical relation "is argument of" between variables and functions and expresses the
factorisation of the function:
g(v1, ...,vn) =∏
j∈J
f j(U j), (4.6)
where U j is a subset of (v1, ...,vn). The advantage of the factor graph representation is the
ease with which local functions can be introduced or removed from the global function. If, for
example, one did not wish to include the joint connectivity and temporal terms for several body
parts, one could simply remove the corresponding factors from the graph. Using a different
representation would result in a disconnected graph. Not only are factor graphs very flexible
in the types of problems they are capable of representing, they also allow for the operation of
most graph-based algorithms, including message-passing algorithms.
Some of the factor graph benefits are also exploited in order to efficiently handle model occlu-
sions. Model occlusion refers to the situation where a body part cannot be modelled because
it is occluded in the keyframes that its model is being built by. Clearly, in such a situation the
data term D(xt) has little meaning and can simply be discarded from the graph for that body-
part, which is readily handled by the factor graph representation. This is advantageous in two
ways. First, the data term of such occluded parts will not influence the energy function in an
unpredictable way, and second, removing a factor from the graph reduces the overall complex-
ity of the graph. This technique is also used to remove the data term of very small parts that
do not have distinctive appearance from the optimisation, by using a minimum part size limit
constraint. The detection score will have already had an effect, since only the top percentage
of part detections make it into the optimisation framework.
An example factor graph that demonstrates the this method of representation is shown in Figure
4.3. The circular nodes represent the variables, while the square nodes represent the factors.
The circular nodes are nodes from the part skeleton, namely R, N, RH, and LH. There are also
two types of factors (functions) present in the graph: factors relating to the smoothness term
(designated gi), and factors related to the data term (designated fi). Note that the edges of the
graph and the variable nodes themselves carry no weights.
One common way to solve factor graphs is using a Message Passing Algorithm. Such algo-
rithms can be considered as dynamic programming solutions, where some nodes collect results
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Figure 4.3: A sample factor graph constructed from a section of the part tree graph, for a single frame.
The circular nodes represent variables, while the square nodes represent factors.
from a sub-graph and pass these results to their neighbours as a message, recursively. Stop-
ping conditions for such algorithms are either number of iterations, or a threshold on message
differences between current and previous iteration. Once messages are no longer changing, a
global solution for the node can be approximated.
The Belief Propagation (BP) Algorithm is a Message Passing algorithm that guarantees exact
solution marginals when the factor graph is a tree [112]. Belif Propagation provides a marginal
probability distribution for each of the variables in the factor graph. This means that the end
result is not only an optimised solution, but an entire solution space with the corresponding
probabilities. While only the optimal solution is currently being used within the proposed
framework, this approach opens additional avenues for further improvement and extensibility
of the approach.
The basic functionality of the BP algorithm is as follows: For every iteration, messages are
exchanged bidirectionally between all connected vertices via their edges. Outgoing messages
are computed based on the incoming messages from the previous iteration (from all connected
neighbours). Once one of the termination conditions has been satisfied, the beliefs for each of
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(a) An example factor graph. Left side depicts how both values of va connect to the first value of vb, right side
shows how they connect to the second value of vb.
(b) An example of clever reparametrisation. Note that each minimum connection has the total cost of zero.
This is achieved by subtracting the minimum connection cost on the left, and adding to the node on the right.
Figure 4.4: An illustrative example of reparametrisation.
the variables are estimated based on the final incoming messages for the node. The message
passing in belief propagation is often referred to as reparametrisation [76].
In order to illustrate how BP functions, consider a simple example with two variables va and
vb, each of which can take on two values as per Figure 4.4(a). There are two operations that
can be performed on factor graphs without changing their net state. Much like in an equation,
where constants added to both sides do not change the equation, a constant can be added to
every value of va as long as it is then subtracted from vb. Additionally, a constant can be added
to every edge between va and vb for a specific value of va or vb and subsequently subtracted
from the corresponding node value.
These two simple rules can be exploited in order to cleverly reparametrise the graph in such a
way that the optimal value states will be connecting by a zero-cost path. This can be achieved
by cleverly picking the values for reparametrisation such that the net cost of the smallest value
plus the edge that connects it add up to zero.
Figure 4.4(b) shows an example of reparametrisation. Depicted, are two variables, each of
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which can take on two different values. The values of the variables have a cost associated
with them, representing the unary factors. The edges connecting the values of the variables
also have costs and represent the binary factors. The red numbers represent the value that we
wish to subtract from all edges for a value of a variable (in this case vb), and the blue value
is the value we are forced to then add to the corresponding value itself. The red value is not
accidental, it is chosen based on the lowest total cost of connecting a given value in vb to any
value in va. In essence, the cost is shifted away from the edges to the value of the variable. This
reshuffling of values is done in such a way as to create zero cost links for the best connections.
When dealing with more than two variables the algorithm takes each pair of variables in order,
and reparametrises all the way to the end of the chain. This first reparametrisation identifies
the minimum paths. All marginals are computed by then reparametrising backwards, starting
from the end of the chain.
This approach guarantees exact marginals for trees and chains and can be adapted for cyclic
graphs, though, without guarantees of convergence. When used on cyclic graphs the start-
ing variable can be chosen arbitrarily with the same procedure applied otherwise. Once the
algorithm gets back to the starting variable of the cycle, the backward propagation begins.
Thus, the factor graph produced as a result of the proposed minimisation algorithm can be
approximately solved using an implementation of BP [70]. The generalised form of BP lends
itself naturally to the problem of finding correct labels for body parts. Although it provides
an approximate solution, in practice the algorithm has been experimentally shown to often
converge to global optima [115].
4.4 Evaluation
Evaluation is split up into two stages. The first stage examines the effects of the different
algorithm parameters on shortened variants of the sports sequences, while the second stage
evaluates error at optimal parameter settings for full-length footage.
Initially, the framework is evaluated on seven sports TV sequences with different camera an-
gles, zoom and motion from five different sports, including: triple jump, gymnastics, hurdles,
rowing and Olympic walking. These sequences are particularly challenging and include mo-
tion blur, occlusions and self-occlusions, low athlete resolution and low frame rates. Ground
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truth joint locations have been manually labelled in each frame of each of the seven sports
sequences.
During the second evaluation stage, optimal parameters found during the first stage are used
to solve the full-length sequences and error to ground truth is measured. We compare the
algorithm to existing methods and the same parameter settings are also used to solve three
HumanEva [96] sequences.
The HumanEva dataset was recorded in a studio environment and includes motion capture data
in 3D and 2D. The dataset uses a slightly different skeletal model than what has been previously
described. The most significant difference being that no information is available about the
positioning of the feet (metatarsals). Thus, the skeletal models used for the HumanEva data are
those proposed by the authors.
Table 4.1: Summary of sequences used for framework evaluation.
Name Action Resolution Frames Subject View
Height (pix)
gymnasticsHD gymnastics 820x1080 173 600 varied
triplejumpHD triple jump 1920x1080 198 900 full/half-front
rowingHD rowing 1920x1080 173 500 side
hurdlesSD hurdles 720x576 152 160 half-front
triplejumpSD triple jump 720x288 89 200 side
walk1 olympic walk 1024x576 125 250 side
walk3 olympic walk 1024x576 401 400 full/half-front
HumanEva Box boxing 720x540 374 374 frontal
HumanEva Jog jogging in circle 720x540 391 391 varied
HumanEva Walk walking in circle 720x540 431 431 varied
Performance is evaluated based on a commonly used metric in the pose estimation community
- Percentage of Correctly estimated body Parts (PCP) [37, 79, 114, 113]. This measure relies
on a threshold τ for determining whether a part is close enough to its ground truth location in
order to be considered correctly localised such that if the part pixel error is no more than τ%
of the part’s length, the part is considered to be correctly localised.
While most authors calculate whether a part belongs by averaging joint location error, our
error measure also thresholds each joint’s individual distance from its ground truth location.
Thus, a part is not considered to be correctly localised if either one of its joints fails to be
sufficiently close to the ground truth solution. The reason for this adjustment is that the default
PCP measure as proposed in literature fails to properly penalise rotational error. This means
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Table 4.2: Default framework parameters.
Param Name Value Description Tested
Θ baseRotationRange 40 rotation range in degrees No
∆θ baseRotationStep 10 rotation step size in degrees No
Φ baseSearchRadius 3.0 search radius relative to part length No
∆φ baseSearchStep 0.2 search step relative to part width No
α jointCoeff 0.5 the joint connectivity coefficient Yes
β tempCoeff 0.1 the temporal smoothness coefficient Yes
φ ′ partDepthRotationCoeff 1.25 part depth search region multiplier Yes
that in cases where one joint is close to ground truth, while the other is significantly off could
be counted as correct.
The overall algorithm performance is generally evaluated using a PCP-curve that is obtained
by varying τ . Where single numbers are reported, authors often use scores of τ = 50% and
sometimes a more unforgiving τ = 20%. As an example, Andriluka’s PS algorithm [9] pro-
duces PCP scores of 35 at τ = 20% and 70 at τ = 50% on the HumanEva dataset, though this
PCP measure does not require each joint to be within τ .
4.4.1 Parameter Tuning
During the parameter tuning stage, 34 frames long sections of video sequences of each of
the sports TV sequences are used. Four keyframes split up these sequence snippets into three
continuous sections of 12 frames, where the first and last frame of such a section are keyframes,
and the remaining 10 frames between them are unsolved. Consequently, there are 4 keyframes
contained within each of the snippets which is equivalent to 11.7% of the sequence. The
snippets are picked based on interesting actions being performed by the athlete in the video,
that are typical for that sport.
A summary of the default parameters is presented in Table 4.2, along with an indication of
whether they are tested in this framework. During the tuning experiments, all parameters retain
their default value with only the test parameter being varied. Detector parameters are based
on results from Chapter 3 and are not re-tested here since the detectors themselves remain
unchanged. The default α and β values were empirically derived based on visual quality of
results.
The first parameter that we would like to test is the joint connectivity smoothness coefficient. In
order to analyse its effect, a 1−α multiplier is applied to the data term D. Thus, this experiment
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is about establishing the balance between joint connectivity and detector responses represented
by the data term.
It is also important to note that at this stage of the algorithm the detectors have already provided
us with a set of solution candidates that is a subset of all generated detections, since label scores
are pre-filtered, only the top 10% of detections are used for inferencing. This means that nearly
all labels will be high-scoring. Even if the score to error mapping is not perfect, once the labels
are past the thresholding the support score actually carries little additional information. It is
therefore logical that the strength of the joint connectedness component is more important for
obtaining an accurate solution.
The graphs in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the PCP-curves for α for each of the seven sports TV
sequences. The rowing, gymnasticsHD, walk3, and triplejumpSD sequences have reasonably
PCP scores at both τ = 20% and τ = 50%. While the optimal value of α seems to differ from
sequence to sequence, the curves indicate that for all sequences values of 0 and 0.1 perform
poorly, while the curves for values between 0.2 and 1.0 tend to be close. This closeness of
performance is in line with our expectations.
In order to help put into perspective the meaning of the PCP measure, Figure 4.5 shows a per-
frame root-mean-square (RMS) error graph for the triiplejumpSD sequence that corresponds
to the graph in Figure 4.7(b). While the RMS graph is able to show absolute error, it can be
difficult to understand what amount of error is acceptable for a given sequence. Conversely,
this representation provides a better understanding about what sections of the sequence are
more difficult for the algorithm, as per-frame information is obscured in the PCP curves. In the
case of the triplejumpSD sequence there is a peak at frame 25, where interpolation struggles to
provide a reasonable input prior.
An interesting observation about the impact of α is that it does not tend to change the peaks of
the error curve. The error peaks remain in the the same places, but are damped down when the
α value is chosen correctly. This behaviour is also observed across all other sequences. The
explanation for this lies in the fact that the peaks tend to occur when interpolation fails to be a
good prior to the degree that the search region for the detectors entirely misses the true location
of the limb. When this happens, a stronger α can only minimise the amount of disconnect, but
not remove it entirely.
The second parameter experiment attempts to evaluate the trade-off between the joint coeffi-
cient and the temporal coefficient within the smoothness constraint. For this experiment, the
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Figure 4.5: Per-frame RMS error for the triplejumpSD sequence. The different coloured curves repre-
sent different values of α
value of α is fixed, while β is varied. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the PCP-curves for the β
coefficient.
High values of β perform poorly in all seven sequences. The graphs indicate that the optimal
value of the temporal coefficient lies somewhere between 0.1 and 0.2, as only one sequence
(gymnasticsHD) performed marginally better with a value outside of that range, at β = 0.6.
While it is clear that β can have a positive effect on the PCP measure, it is also important to
understand that the introduction of this term has as its primary purpose the smoothing out of
transitions.
The third parameter experiment is related to the part depth rotation coefficient φ ′. The idea be-
hind this experiment is to understand how much more the limbs lower in the skeletal hierarchy
move, and whether it’s possible to characterise this difference of motion. As this parameter is
responsible for establishing the search regions for the detectors, its value is expected to have
significant impact on accuracy.
The graphs for the φ ′ experiment can be found in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Based on the experi-
mental results, the optimal value of φ ′ for most sequences is at 1.75. For sequences with less
overall motions (such as rowing), lower values produce a better result.
A summary of the parameter tuning results is provided in Table 4.3. The table also shows the
optimal parameter values at the two τ thresholds, as well as the corresponding PCP scores.
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Table 4.3: Parameter Tuning Results Summary
Param Sequence Value PCP Value PCP
(τ = 20%) (τ = 20%) (τ = 50%) (τ = 50%)
α gymnasticsHD 0.6 35.7 0.7 77.5
α walk3 0.2 31.2 0.6 60.3
α walk1 0.2 15.7 0.3 38.2
α hurdlesSD 1.0 4.6 0.6 24.8
α rowingHD 0.2 51.4 1.0 85.3
α triplejumpHD 0.2 8.8 0.3 28.5
α triplejumpSD 0.1 46.6 0.2 70.2
β gymnasticsHD 0.1 28.3 0.6 73.2
β walk3 0.2 33.7 0.2 61.3
β walk1 0.1 12.1 0.1 32.2
β hurdlesSD 0.4 5.1 0 19.2
β rowingHD 0.1 41.3 0.2 82.3
β triplejumpHD 0.1 7.8 0.2 24.6
β triplejumpSD 0.1 47.5 0.2 72.1
φ ′ gymnasticsHD 2.05 42.7 1.25 85.7
φ ′ walk3 1.75 32.7 1.65 71.4
φ ′ walk1 1.75 31.2 1.75 56.5
φ ′ hurdlesSD 1.75 5.5 1.45 30.9
φ ′ rowingHD 1.45 45.6 1.25 89.4
φ ′ triplejumpHD 1.25 8.6 1.75 33.7
φ ′ triplejumpSD 2.05 67.6 1.75 91.5
4.4.2 Full Sequence Evaluation
Keyframes for the full sequence evaluation were selected algorithmically to always halve the
longest continuous section of unsolved frames, and with a guarantee that the first and last
frames of the sequence are keyframes. For example, in a sequence of 100 frames, the first
two keyframes would be the first and the last frames only. This would correspond to the 2%
keyframes setting. Moving up to the 4% mark would introduce two additional keyframes. The
first keyframe would be placed at position 50, and the second extra keyframe would be placed at
75, making the final positions of the keyframes at 1, 50, 75 and 100. Ground truth information
for the TV sports sequences was obtained by manual labelling at every frame. The ground truth
locations provided with the dataset were used for the three HumanEva sequences.
One of the objectives for evaluating the performance of the algorithm on full sequences is to
understand whether using a fixed set of parameters (based on the three previous experiments)
can produce acceptable results. For this purpose, the values of the three parameters are fixed at
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α = 0.2, β = 0.1 and φ prime = 1.75.
Another objective is to understand how the number of keyframes impacts the quality of the
solution. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the results from the TV sports sequences with different
percentages of the sequence being keyframed. Most tests were performed with between 2%
and 20% of keyframes, as having to keyframe more frequently is not acceptable within the
envisaged application scenario.
In the ideal case, the PCP curve graphs should have a sharp rise towards 100%, and quickly
plateau for the values of τ > 50%. With this in mind, the top performing sequences are rowing
and triplejumpSD. This is most likely due to the fact that the assumption that interpolation is
a good pose prior is most satisfied in these two sequences. It is also clear from the graphs the
percentage of the sequence that is keyframed has a significant impact on the outcome of the
results. Adding more keyframes improves the solutions, though for most sequences, there is a
saturation point around 10%, past which additional keyframes give diminishing returns.
In order to better understand why sequences like gymnasticsHD perform differently to triple-
jumpHD, Figures 4.14 and 4.15 present per-part PCP-curves for the same percent keyframes
experiment. In an activity like gymnastics, occlusions present a serious problem for correctly
localising limbs. While the torso (spine) is well localised, other parts are not.
It is also important to note that the PCP score is biased to favour large parts, since the error
allowance they receive is more generous. This means that although the PCP-curve may look
worse for smaller parts, in practice the absolute value of the errors may be the same, or even
lower. On the other hand, the body-parts that were previously identified as weak (and removed
from the model) exhibit expected behaviour and have generally poor PCP-scores (hip, clavicle,
neck).
Finally, experimental results for the three HumanEva sequences are shown in Figures 4.16,
4.17 and 4.18. These three sequences are solved at 4% keyframes, and the graphs give a
comparison of pure interpolation, a solution without the temporal term with β = 0, and a
solution at β = 0.2. The trend of preserved error peaks is once again observed. Increasing
the percentage of keyframes improves the results significantly, and reduces peaks by removing
instances of failing interpolation.
Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 show sample results from each sequence. In these figures interpola-
tion is shown as a green skeleton. The improvement over interpolation here is in many cases
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significant, despite the fact that keyframes are much sparser. A number of keyframes have high
error when compared to the HumanEva ground truth as the human body models used differ.
Our model is fully connected and joints are labelled visually, while motion capture data is de-
rived from sensors attached to more anatomically correct joint locations. Figure 4.22 contains
samples from the HumanEva sequences.
Most of the failure cases are as a consequence of the violation of the assumption that interpo-
lation is a good skeletal configuration prior. In practice, for complex sequences where motion
is complex and rapid, interpolation deviates significantly from the expected pose. This can
be mitigated by adding more keyframes or by increasing the search range for the different
body-parts. The first option means additional manual intervention, while the second has an
adverse effect on tractability, since the size of the graph grows exponentially with the number
of generated labels per part.
Other failure cases result from total occlusion of the limb to the extent where the detector has
no model. In such cases the algorithm relies wholly on interpolation for the location of the
limb, which is not guaranteed to be correct.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a method for recovering human pose in challenging sports scenar-
ios using only a single view but requiring some human interaction. The proposed framework is
generic in terms of types of motion and pose the athlete could take. The proposed framework
builds on the body part detectors proposed in the previous chapter and introduces smoothness
constraints on joint connectivity and frame to frame transitions. The constraints are incorpo-
rated into an optimisation framework, where the problem is represented by a factor graph that
is then solved approximately using Belief Propagation.
The algorithm has been tested on seven challenging sequences of different sports as well as
three HumanEva sequences. Results have indicated that while the method is capable of recov-
ering pose in challenging real-world scenarios, it does suffer from a number of drawbacks. It is
reliant on a significant number of manually annotated keyframes for two main reasons: build-
ing detection models, and having a skeletal prior for frames that nothing is known about. Since
the skeletal prior is an interpolation between the two closest keyframes, the accuracy of the
interpolation greatly depends on the distance and the speed of motion. While sparsely located
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keyframes can work for providing good interpolation priors when using studio data, it is much
more challenging with TV sports footage.
Chapter 5 explores the ways of improving the interpolation prior without requiring more keyframes
as input.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) walk1 (d) hurdlesSD
Figure 4.6: PCP-curves for different values of α for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) rowingHD (b) triplejumpSD
(c) triplejumpHD
Figure 4.7: PCP-curves for different values of α for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) walk1 (d) hurdlesSD
Figure 4.8: PCP-curves for different values of β for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) rowing (b) triplejumpSD
(c) triplejumpHD
Figure 4.9: PCP-curves for different values of β for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) gymnasticsHD (b) walk3
(c) walk1 (d) hurdlesSD
Figure 4.10: PCP-curves for different values of φ ′ for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) rowingHD (b) triplejumpSD
(c) triplejumpHD
Figure 4.11: PCP-curves for different values of φ ′ for the seven TV sports sequences.
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(a) gymnastics (b) walk3
(c) triplejumpSD (d) walk1
Figure 4.12: PCP-curves for different percentages of keyframes for the TV sports sequences.
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(a) hurdles (b) triplejumpSD
(c) triplejumpHD
Figure 4.13: PCP-curves for different percentages of keyframes for the TV sports sequences.
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Figure 4.14: Per-part PCP-curves for different percentages of keyframes in the sequence (trijump).
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Figure 4.15: Per-part PCP-curves for different percentages of keyframes in the sequence (gymnastics).
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Figure 4.16: Error to ground truth for the HumanEva Box sequence. Black marks indicate keyframes.
Figure 4.17: Error to ground truth for the HumanEva Jog sequence. Black marks indicate keyframes.
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Figure 4.18: Error to ground truth for the HumanEva Walk sequence. Black marks indicate keyframes.
Figure 4.19: Sample solutions from the trijumpHD sequence.
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Figure 4.20: Sample solutions from the trijumpSD sequence.
Figure 4.21: Sample solutions from the hurdlesSD sequence.
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Figure 4.22: Sample solutions from the Box, Jog and Walk HumanEva sequences.
Figure 4.23: Examples of solution where interpolation is significantly worse than proposed solution.
Interpolation in green.
Chapter 5
Non-Sequential Keyframe Propagation
5.1 Introduction
Though it has been demonstrated that the proposed temporally-linked PS framework can track
human pose in difficult scenarios, one of its major drawbacks is the number of manually-
annotated keyframes required in order to produce said result. This chapter presents work that
aims to exploit the cyclic nature of most human motion in order to reduce the number of
keyframes required for success and to extend the existing framework.
There are several additional assumptions that are made here. The first assumption is that similar
poses will result in similar foreground masks and/or images, allowing for exploitation of pose
priors that are known to be accurate (keyframes) to be used on more frames. The second
assumption, is that the sequence is long enough for the gait cycles to repeat and therefore for
similar images to show up. While the first assumption is easily satisfied, the second means
that the proposed extension will give greater advantages on long sequences, and may give no
advantage at all over the previously introduced method on very short ones. It should also be
noted that another aim of the extension is to gain additional performance whenever possible,
while at the same time avoiding the reduction of robustness and introduction of constraints that
would limit the range of applications for the algorithm.
Figure 5.1 illustrates examples of similar poses adopted by an athletes throughout a single video
sequence. Note that the very similar poses are adopted at various times during throughout the
sequence. In order to understand how many frames are similar to other frames a measure of
self-similarity can be used. Mathematically, self-similarity implies that an object consists of
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exactly or approximately identical parts. In the case of an image sequence, a self-similarity
matrix (SSM) is a matrix where each of its elements defines the similarity between two frames.
Figure 5.1: Similar frames taken from an olympic walk sequence (frame numbers below images). The
athlete adopts very similar poses multiple times throughout the image sequence.
Applications of self-similarity and self-similarity matrices have been studied in the domain of
human motion analysis with applications in action recognition [49, 110], 3D video keyframe
extraction and summarisation, human pose and motion retrieval. Slama et al. [98] use self-
similarity for motion and pose-based retrieval, where motions and poses are clustered based on
their scores, in 3D video.
Self-similarity in 2D and 3D video has been used for automatically selecting keyframes for
video summarisation and shot detection. Cooper et al. in [26] present methods for keyframe
selection by combining similarity and dissimilarity measures when selecting optimal images
to represent a video segment. This is done in order to preserve the differences from other
segment keyframes, ensuring that different segments have visually distinct representations.
Huang et al. [45] introduce an automatic key frame selection method for summarising 3D
video sequences. Keyframe selection is based on optimisation for the set of frames which give
the best representation of the sequence according to a rate-distortion trade-off. Budd et al. [21]
introduce a technique that uses minimum spanning trees for non-sequential alignment of mesh
sequences from non-rigid surface capture, across multiple sequences of different motions.
Work has also been done on analysing periodic motion and gaits using image similarity mea-
sures. Wang et al. [110] propose an algorithm for motion-based recognition of individual gaits
in monocular sequences observing that an image self-similarity plot of a moving person is a
projection of its planar dynamic and encode much information about gait motion patterns. Al-
ternatively, Cutler et al. [27] discover that for periodic motion, the self-similarity matrix is also
periodic, and apply time-frequency analysis to detect and characterise the periodic motion.
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This chapter proposes an algorithm for propagating keyframe information throughout the image
sequence using image similarity measures that draw on the ideas presented in [49, 45, 27, 21],
and test the algorithm within the keyframe-based pose estimation framework presented earlier.
The framework uses spatio-temporally-linked Pictorial Structures to estimate human pose in
difficult sports video sequences and achieves a significant reduction in the level of manual
interaction required for specifying keyframe poses.
The algorithm for the non-sequential propagation of keyframes to other similar frames uses
a minimum spanning tree, and is capable of effectively halving the number of keyframes re-
quired, even for the most challenging sequences. Additionally, a technique for further exploit-
ing image similarity by using it to suggest the most useful frames for labelling as keyframes to
the operator is developed. This helps further improve accuracy and reduce the amount of man-
ual interaction required. This chapter focuses on describing the use of non-sequential keyframe
propagation within a robust and generic framework for estimating human pose in real monoc-
ular videos.
Figure 5.2 depicts the two stages of the framework. The first stage consists of building the
sequence SSM, constructing a minimum spanning tree (MST), and non-sequentially propa-
gating pose estimates of frames that strongly resemble the manually labelled keyframes. At
sufficiently similar frames, keyframe information is transferred in the form of a pose prior.
Solutions from the propagated keyframes are evaluated and if found to be sufficiently accurate,
are converted into new, automatically generated keyframes. Such frames are referred to as
lockframes throughout the rest of this work, in order to distinguish them from the manually
annotated keyframes. In Figure 5.2 keyframes are market in red while lockframes are marked
in blue.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 provides a detailed explanation of the pro-
posed method; Section 5.3 describes the experiments and discusses the results; finally, Section
5.4 summarises the work and provides insight into future development.
5.2 Methodology
The required input into the algorithm remains unchanged from the previous version of the
framework and consists of an image sequence along with a corresponding foreground segmen-
tation. Before any keyframes are labelled by the user, an SSM is built for the entire sequence,
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(a) Keyframe propagation stage. A keyframe (red) is propagated to other similar frames in the sequence. These
frames may become lockframes (blue) if the solve is successful.
(b) Temporal solve stage. The yellow rectangle highlights the shot that can be solved using temporally-linked
Pictorial Structures.
Figure 5.2: An illustration of the keyframe propagation stage and the temporal solve stage that follows.
of the form shown in Equation (5.1). For a sequence of images, I= I1, I2, · · · , IT the SSM M of
I is a square symmetric matrix of size T ×T where an element dsim(i, j) represents the distance
between low-level features extracted from images Ii and I j respectively.
M=

0 dsim(1,2) · · · dsim(1,T )
dsim(2,1) 0 · · · dsim(2,T )
...
...
...
dsim(T,1) dsim(T,2) · · · 0
 (5.1)
The distance dsim between two images is measured between overlapped foreground masks
transferred into a common coordinate system. While simply overlapping frames would be suf-
ficient if the goal was to establish similarity between the image frames, it is insufficient when
attempting to establish similarity between athlete poses within those frames, as the athlete’s
body may be found in different parts of the frame throughout a sequence.
A simple and effective remedy is a re-alignment of frames into one common coordinate system,
using the foreground centre of mass as the origin. The effect of this re-alignment is the forced
overlap of foreground regions when comparing frames. Given a rectangular bounding box that
contains both foreground masks within the common coordinate system, the similarity score
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dsim(i, j) between images Ii and image I j is:
dsim(i, j) =
∑widthx=1 ∑
height
y=1 dnssd(px,y,i, px,y, j)
width∗height (5.2)
where px,y,i represents an RGB pixel at location (x,y) in Ii and px,y, j the corresponding pixel
from I j, and dnssd (previously defined in Equation (3.6)) gives the normalised sum of squared
differences between the 8-bit RGB pixel values, where each value is between 0 and 255. Figure
5.3 gives an illustrative example. Foreground masks rarely overlap completely and pixels that
exist only in one of the masks receive the maximal penalty of 3 ∗ 2552. Conversely, pixels
within the bounding box that are in neither of the masks receive a zero error score.
Figure 5.3: Foregrounds of two images are overlapped in a common coordinate system using the centre
of mass of each of the foreground regions, and a per-pixel distance score is calculated.
5.2.1 Keyframe Selection
Since the algorithm requires a set of keyframes as input, the first question that arises is: what
frames should be selected? In order to minimise the amount of manual interaction these frames
should be selected based on how representative they are of the image sequence. In theory, this
could be done manually, by viewing the entire sequence and attempting to spot patterns. In
practice, however, this proves to be a time consuming process.
Automating the keyframe selection process should not only reduce the amount of time an oper-
ator spends on selecting keyframes, but also improve the overall solution by eliminating some
of the guess work involved in selecting good keyframes. Therefore, before attempting any such
automation it is important to understand the purpose that the keyframes serve, as well as the
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qualities that distinguish good keyframes from bad ones. There are three main characteristics
of a good keyframe:
• Good visibility of body parts to build part models from
• Contextually significant location with relation to existing keyframes, whereby the keyframe
disambiguates pose transitions
• A frequently occurring pose, variations of which occur often throughout the sequence
Good visibility of body parts is an important characteristic, yet one that is very difficult to
estimate automatically. In order to reliably determine what parts are not visible one would need
to essentially accurately detect all parts, effectively solving the problem of estimating pose in
the process. Algorithms dealing with estimating pose in images are numerous, and many have
been covered in Chapter 2. Their robustness, accuracy, and sets of additional assumptions make
them impractical solutions for this purpose.
Similarly, automatically determining the contextual significance of a keyframe with regard to
the motion that is taking place is also difficult, as it requires knowledge of the type of motion
taking place. In order to better explain what is meant here, consider a simple example. Imagine
an image sequence where an athlete is walking. If one were to select two frames where the
athlete adopts nearly identical poses, then the interpolation between these two poses would
incorrectly show almost no motion. A useful hint from this example, however, is that keyframes
that are dissimilar between themselves provide more information.
By contrast, estimating the similarity of a frame to other frames in the sequence is relatively
simple. However, learning from the simple example of two keyframes having identical poses
providing little additional knowledge, we would also like to ensure that if a frame similar to
many others has been made a keyframe, few (or no) other frames from that set of similar frames
will also be selected.
Thus, the task lies in identifying dissimilar sets of similar frames. In other words, we would
like to divide T frames into n clusters, so that the minimum distance between items in different
clusters is maximised. An efficient way to achieve this is by using minimum spanning trees.
Consider the previously constructed SSM M, such as the one visualised in Figure 5.4. Based
on this matrix, a fully connected graph where every node represents an image and every edge
represents the similarity measure between two images (see Equation (5.1)) can be constructed.
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For such a graph there exists an optimal (i.e. minimum distance) path for visiting every node
only once and it is given by the minimum spanning tree (MST). Given a weighted, connected,
Figure 5.4: Similarity matrix for the trijumpHD sequence. The colours represent similarity scores. Blue
means high similarity, while red means low similarity.
undirected graph G containing vertices V = v1, ...,vn, a spanning tree of G is a subgraph Gi and
a tree, that connects all vertices V of G. The minimum spanning tree of G is then a spanning
tree Gi with the total weight less than or equal to every other spanning tree of G. Figure
5.5 shows a graph representation of such a minimum spanning tree, where each edge has a
unique weight. The MST of a relatively small graph can be evaluated efficiently using Prim’s
or Kurskal’s algorithms [6] despite the polynomial complexity. In the case of larger graphs,
other algorithms, such as Chazelle’s algorithm [24] can be used to complete the MST in nearly
linear time. Since sections of sports sequences that are interesting to analyse rarely exceed
500 frames (at 25 fps), we opt for Prim’s algorithm. The MST provides the optimal way of
clustering images based on their similarity score, linking frames in the sequence which have
high similarity, and defines the minimum length traversal of all frames.
In order to generate such a subtree for a frame, the MST is reconfigured so as to have its root
node be the frame in question. The goal is to obtain a cluster of frames (a subtree of the MST)
around a given keyframe. Since the MST spans the entirety of the sequence a decision must be
made about where and how the subtree should be cut. Within this subtree, all frames should be
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Figure 5.5: Graph representation of a similarity matrix for 10 images. Red edges represent those that
belong to the minimum spanning tree
significantly more similar to the keyframe then to the rest of the sequence. In order to under-
stand how similarity scores are distributed, a normal distribution is fitted to the data contained
in the SSM and a standard deviation σssm and mean µssm are computed. The expectation is that
very similar frame pairs will have similarity scores that are outliers and are further than three
standard deviations away from the mean.
To enforce this, a threshold κ ′ is defined in terms of the minimum number of standard devia-
tions that the score between two frames should be in order for them to be considered as similar.
Thus, for a similarity score dsim(i, j), the closeness score κi, j is defined as:
κi, j =
dsim(i, j)−µssm
σssm
(5.3)
Empirically, and based on the central limit theorem, the default value of κ ′ =−3.0 is a reason-
able starting point, and means that two frames are considered sufficiently similar if the distance
between them is no less than 3 standard deviations smaller than the mean. This also implies
that outliers are likely to belong to a cluster that is better explained by a different keyframe.
This threshold κ ′ is used as a subtree generation parameter such that new minimum distance
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nodes are only added to the subtree of the minimum spanning tree if they also satisfy κ ≤ κ ′.
In order to prevent overlap between keyframes, once the subtrees are built, all frames in the
sequence are ordered by their subtree size in descending order. Nodes belonging to the subtree
with the largest number of nodes are then pruned from all other subtrees. This process is
repeated until no more nodes can be pruned and yields a refined ordering of frames - by number
of frames in the sequence that they are representative of. In this way the human operator is
automatically presented with an ordered list of suggested frames for labelling as keyframes in
their order of preference. An example of how the subtree is built is shown in Figure 5.6(a).
In the example, κ = 3.0 and only nodes whose distance to the root node satisfies the condition
κ ≤ κ ′ are included into the subtree. This approach to clustering is similar to Zahn’s cluster-
ing algorithm [42], but allows more control of intra-cluster distance. Figure 5.6(b) shows the
subtree cut on a sequence snippet. The frames that the keyframe I2 (red) is propagated to are
marked in blue. In practice, a keyframe often gets propagated to small pockets of frames, since
frames that are next to each other will often have similar poses.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Example MST cut at σssm = 5 in (a), along with the images included into the subtree (b).
Some of the included images will result in lockframes being created.
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5.2.2 Keyframe propagation
The main contribution of this work is an algorithm for non-sequentially propagating keyframe
information throughout the sequence and removing the need to re-label similar moments of a
gait cycle. In order to do this, for each labelled keyframe, the MST subtree corresponding to the
frame is traversed and skeletal information from the keyframe is used as a prior for solving 2D
pose. Thus, the keyframe-derived priors are propagated non-sequentially throughout the image
sequence to frames that are deemed to be sufficiently close according to the MST building
criteria described in the previous section.
The propagated priors are used to establish search regions for the HoG and CH body-part
detectors that were described in Chapter 3, and the experimentally derived optimal parameter
values are used. Equation (4.2) formulates a global pose recovery problem as the sum of errors
of the smoothness terms for each skeletal time pose xt . Since the propagation of priors is
non-sequential, the temporal smoothness component described in Equation (4.4) is no longer
relevant, and once removed, turns the problem into a local pose optimisation problem, where
each frame’s pose becomes independent. While this means that there is no guarantee that a
frame’s solution will agree with its neighbours, it also means that the graph is simplified into a
tree structure with guaranteed convergence on the global frame optimum with BP [112]. The
single-frame optimisation problem is formulated as:
xt = argminxD(xt)+αS joint(xt) (5.4)
where D(xt) and S joint(xt) have been previously defined in Chapter 4, Equations (4.1) and (4.3)
respectively.
Once the optimisation converges on a solution for each frame, its reliability must be assessed.
For an image where the foreground mask contains P pixels and the proposed solution has
Pin pixels inside the mask and Pout pixels outside of the foreground mask, the solution mask
coverage error Em is defined as:
Em(x) =
Pin−Pout
P
(5.5)
If Em is below mask coverage threshold εm, the solution is stored as a lockframe, otherwise, it is
discarded. Lockframes can now be used to complement keyframes as anchors for the temporal
optimisation step that follows. Thus, at the end of the first stage of the optimisation frame-
work, the initial set of manually annotated keyframes is complemented with the propagated
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and automatically generated lockframes.
Using the newly obtained lockframes, the image sequence can now be divided into shots, such
that every shot is bounded on each side by either a keyframe or a lockframe. It is now possible
to revisit Equation (4.2) for formulating the problem of solving these shots by re-introducing
the temporal component into the smoothness term as described in Equations (4.2) and (4.4).
For the final temporally constrained solve stage, temporally-linked Pictorial Structures can now
be used on shorter sections and rely on a greater number of keyframes.
5.3 Evaluation
The extension of the framework with the non-sequential keyframe propagation (NSKP) has
brought with it the introduction of new parameters. In order to better understand how the pa-
rameters influence the outcome, evaluation is split up into two stages. During the first evalua-
tion stage the experiments attempt to establish optimal algorithm parameters from the seven TV
sports sequences. The second stage applies these parameters to sequences from the HumanEva
and nine Human 3.6M [23, 46] sequences. In total, over 15, 000 frames from 18 sequences of
11 different types of motion, taken from different viewpoints, with subject heights (in pixels)
varying from 160 to 900, and at resolutions ranging from 720x288 to 1920x1080, are tested as
part of this evaluation.
A detailed list of sequences used for evaluation is provided in Table 4.1 and samples from ten
consecutive frames of each of the sports sequences have been previously shown in Figure 3.14.
An overview of the sequences used for evaluation is given in Table 5.1.
There are two parameters that are tested: ν and κ . The κ parameter regulates how close a
frame must be to a keyframe in order to be considered within the same MST subtree, while
ν represents the number of iterations of propagating keyframes before attempting a temporal
solve. Table 5.2 summarises all default framework parameters as well as those that were tested.
While any one parameter is being tested all others remain fixed at their default values.
The graphs in Figure 5.7 show the effects of the ν and κ parameters on the triplejumpSD
sequence. When testing κ , only the quality of the lockframes is assessed. The κ parameter
represents a tradeoff between accuracy and the number of generated lockframes. Higher values
of κ mean that the acceptable similarity score between scores must be ever smaller, restricting
the number of frames that may be selected for propagation.
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Table 5.1: Summary of sequences used for framework evaluation.
Name Action Resolution Frames Height View
(pix)
gymnasticsHD gymnastics 820x1080 173 600 varied
triplejumpHD triple jump 1920x1080 198 900 full/half-frontal
rowingHD rowing 1920x1080 173 500 side
hurdlesSD hurdles 720x576 152 160 half-frontal
triplejumpSD triple jump 720x288 89 200 side
walk1 olympic walk 1024x576 125 250 side
walk3 olympic walk 1024x576 401 400 full/half-frontal
HumanEva Box boxing 720x540 374 374 frontal
HumanEva Jog jogging in circle 720x540 391 391 varied
HumanEva Walk walking in circle 720x540 431 431 varied
S6 Discussion gesticulating 1000x1002 2415 600 varied
S8 Discussion gesticulating 1000x1002 850 600 varied
S6 Photo taking photos 1000x1002 1672 600 varied
S7 Photo taking photos 1000x1002 2155 600 varied
S8 Photo taking photos 1000x1002 2732 600 varied
S6 WalkDog walking+ 1000x1002 2064 750 varied
S7 WalkDog walking+ 1000x1002 1700 550 varied
S8 WalkDog walking+ 1000x1002 1644 600 varied
Table 5.2: Default framework parameters.
Param Name Value Description Tested
Θ baseRotationRange 40 rotation range in degrees No
∆θ baseRotationStep 10 rotation step size in degrees No
Φ baseSearchRadius 3.0 search radius relative to part length No
∆φ baseSearchStep 0.2 search step relative to part width No
α jointCoeff 0.5 the joint connectivity coefficient No
β tempCoeff 0.1 the temporal smoothness coefficient No
κ MST threshold -3.0 MST subtree threshold Yes
ν NSKP iterations 1 the temporal smoothness coefficient Yes
Table 5.3 shows a summary of the κ values along with corresponding PCP scores and the
number of generated lockframes. At very high levels of kappa >= 5, the PCP score is the
highest, but only a single lockframe has been selected. At the lowest levels of κ , a very large
number of lockframes are selected, but do not solve very well and have the lowest score. There
are two sharp rises and accuracy that correspond to drops in the number of lockframes, one at
κ = 2, and another at κ = 4. We select κ = 3.5 as one that gives a good balance of accuracy,
along with a reasonable number of keyframes, and seems to produce a similar result across all
sequences.
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(a) Lockframe only PCP scores for different κ values. (b) Sequence PCP scores for different ν values
Figure 5.7: Example results from the triplejumpSD sequence that show the effects of different values
of κ (a), and ν (b) on the PCP score of the generated lockframes.
Table 5.3: Summary of κ for the triplejumpSD sequence.
κ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
Lockframes 67 64 54 43 29 18 9 3 1 1
PCP(τ = 20%) 16.7 16.9 45.3 45.7 45.7 61.2 57.6 76.1 78.5 78.5
The ν parameter regulates the number of propagation iterations that should happen before the
algorithm switches to the temporal solve stage. At each iteration, keyframes and lockframes
are propagated throughout the image sequence as per the previously described method. Lock-
frames are treated exactly like keyframes in this instance, with lockframe skeletons being used
as priors.
Experimental results indicate that the most benefit is derived during the first propagation, where
keyframes serve as priors. Subsequent propagations (up to three in the case of triplejumpSD)
can sometimes yield additional lockframes, but tend to have a negative effect on the PCP score.
This effect can be explained by the fact that lockframes solves introduce some error, which is
multiplied with every subsequent propagation.
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5.3.1 Dataset Sequence Evaluation
An evaluation of the algorithm using standard datasets available online, along with the seven
sports sequences and using the parameters established during testing (κ = 3.5 and ν = 1),
was also conducted. A comparison to other pose estimation and tracking approaches for the
HumanEva I dataset is provided in Table 5.4.
For this comparison, the number of keyframes for [33] and our method is fixed at 6, just over
1% of frames in the sequence. Although the Human Eva I dataset is not ideal for comparison
as it represents a different scenario from the one the proposed framework has been designed
for, we are able to show results comparable to state of the art. A more detailed analysis of the
Table 5.4: Mean RMS pixel error for HumanEva I - NSKP compared to other tracking methods. Here,
[33] and NSKP both use 6 keyframes.
Method Rogez [? ] Muller [74] Rogez[88] Martinez [64] Fastovets [33] NSKP
Error 12.98 20.7 16.96 17.1 20.1 14.67
proposed framework is performed in comparison with the methods in [33, 37]. The errors for
the non-sequential propagation method are labelled as "NSKP" and those for the temporally-
linked Pictorial Structures [33, 37] as "TL_PS". There are two curves for each of the algorithms
- one using the suggested optimally selected keyframes, as described in Section 5.2.1, and the
other using the systematic keyframing method as described above, emulating a viable human
operator strategy (designed as "_no" in the graphs). For the bottom graph, a correctly solved
frame is defined as one with RMS error below the error threshold ε , whose value is set based
on the ratio of athlete size to image resolution.
For the case of athlete running, walking and jumping, the graphs for the triplejumpSD, triple-
jumpHD and walk3 sequences in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 show a good result for the proposed
NSKP method, solving up to twice the number of frames successfully (bottom graph) than the
other approaches. In comparison to the classic TLPS approach, our method is strictly better
in all scenarios. This is especially noticeable in the graphs for triplejumpHD in Figure 5.9.
Furthermore, it is clear that the automatic keyframe suggestion also always wins in terms of
number of frames solved successfully.
The graphs for walk3 in Figure 5.10 also show that when the number of keyframes reaches 5,
error is nearly halved, while number of correctly solved frames is doubled. In fact, with only
6 keyframes, we achieve a successful solve rate (per threshold ε) of over 70% of the frames
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using NSKP, compared to just over 40% with TLPS. Although error for automatic keyframing
may appear higher than for the systematically selected case, this is simply due to the fact that
the overall number of frames where a solve can be attempted, where interpolation is estimating
the location of the athlete, is more than double.
Figure 5.8: Analysis for triplejumpSD sequence.
For other types of motion, namely rowing and gymnastics (Figures 5.12, 5.11), results also
show significant improvement over the classic temporally-linked Pictorial Structures (TLPS).
Results for the rowing sequence in Figure 5.12 show a very significant improvement when
automatic optimal keyframe selection is used, but things are less clear when it is not. This
is as expected, since optimal keyframing attempts to select frames that would maximise the
usefulness of image similarity information. When keyframes are selected manually, there is
always the risk of labelling frames that have little resemblance to the rest of the sequence. The
gymnasticsHD sequence still proves to be a significant challenge, as overall error errors for
all methods are high. Our method, however, still pulls ahead both with and without optimal
keyframing.
On the HumanEva I Box sequence (Figure 5.13) due to a relatively low degree of body motion
and a high frame rate, interpolation and temporal solve even with a small number of keyframes,
as well as more traditional tracking methods, can do a very good job. Such sequences, however,
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Figure 5.9: Analysis for triplejumpHD sequence.
Figure 5.10: Analysis for walk3 sequence.
are not representative of the data the framework is geared towards. Indeed, it is difficult to take
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Figure 5.11: Analysis for gymnasticsHD sequence.
Figure 5.12: Analysis for rowing sequence.
full advantage of the benefits offered by our algorithm, designed for cases where the data is
of lower frame rate with fast articulated motion and image artefacts - a scenario where other
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Figure 5.13: Analysis for HumanEva I Box sequence.
tracking algorithms often fail. It still performs better when the number of keyframes is small,
but the addition of further keyframes does not improve results significantly. Advantages of the
approach are more pronounced when analysing more difficult sequences.
Overall, the automatically suggested optimal keyframe selection has a positive quantifiable
impact for all sequences. The number of frames solved correctly, using the same number of
keyframes, can be doubled when using the suggested optimal labelling. Additionally, the num-
ber of accurately solved frames increases when the automatically suggested optimal keyframes
are selected, as expected, since well picked frames will have similarities at many points through-
out a sequence. The similarity approach is superior both with and without the use of automat-
ically suggested keyframes, though it is almost twice as effective in terms of the number of
keyframes solved when suggested keyframes are selected. The proposed automatic keyframe
propagation lowers RMS error while at the same time increasing the number of successfully
solved frames.
When using the non-sequential keyframe propagation, improvement gained from adding addi-
tional keyframes reduces once about 5% of the sequence has been keyframed. Adding more
keyframes has diminished positive effect on the overall outcome. Qualitatively, Figure 5.14
shows some of the successful solves for each of the image sequences. Finally, Figures 5.15,
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5.15 and 5.15 present the PCP-curves for the nine Human 3.6M sequences. The non-sequential
propagation of keyframes significantly increases accuracy given the same number of keyframes
and generally has a high PCP score for all the H3.6M sequences. Although TLPS (referred to
as TLPSSolver in the graphs) also does well, NSKP (NSKPSolver in the graphs) has a larger
performance gap due to the fact that there is more motion variation than what is present in the
HumanEva data.
Depending on the PCP strictness measure, the algorithm’s performance ranges between ap-
proximately 60% PCP at τ = 20% and as high as 90% when the more forgiving setting of
τ = 50%.
5.4 Summary
In summary, this chapter presents a novel method for non-sequential keyframe propagation,
reducing the amount of manual interaction required to obtain accurate results within a pose
estimation framework. The method operates on the assumption that similar poses will be found
in relatively similar images. It also introduces an algorithm for alleviating the difficult process
of selecting keyframes for the user which not only helps increase automation, but also improves
the overall results.
A sequence self-similarity matrix is built and minimum spanning trees are used to cluster sim-
ilar frames around keyframes, in order to minimise the amount of manual interaction required
for a successful sequence solve. Keyframe information is then propagated to the most similar
frames in the sequence. The algorithm is tested against the temporally-linked Pictorial Struc-
tures on challenging, real world sports data. Quantitative and qualitative analyses indicate that
the proposed method can halve the number of keyframes required in order to achieve results
comparable to state of the art.
The overall framework is now capable of using only a few operator-generated keyframes to
generate state of the art pose estimates on complex sports sequences.
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trijumpSD
trijumpHD
gymnasticsHD
walk3
HumanEva I Box
rowing
Figure 5.14: Example solves for the six sequences used for testing of the framework.
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(a) S6 (b) S7
(c) S8
Figure 5.15: PCP-curves for the three subjects of the Discussion Human 3.6M sequence.
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(a) S6 (b) S7
(c) S8
Figure 5.16: PCP-curves for the three subjects of the WalkDog Human 3.6M sequence.
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(a) S6 (b) S7
(c) S8
Figure 5.17: PCP-curves for the three subjects of the Photo Human 3.6M sequence.
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Chapter 6
Converting 2D pose into 3D
6.1 Introduction
While many methods reviewed in Chapter 2 chose to solve the problem of 3D pose estimation
globally, evaluation results by the authors themselves identify the number of variables within
this complex problem as one of the challenges. It is therefore logical to attempt to break down
the problem into smaller sub-problems. More specifically, the problem could be split into two
stages, 2D pose estimation, and 3D pose estimation, with the results from the 2D stage driving
the 3D stage. Thus, only a subset of the challenges must be dealt with in any one stage, helping
reduce the number of variables that must be dealt with and giving more systematic control over
the algorithm.
While approaches based on structure from motion [105] are efficient at estimating camera pose
and reconstructing 3D scenes from monocular 2D point correspondences, they are not able to
work with moving, articulated deformable structures. Of the methods that are able to recover
3D pose given an initial 2D pose estimate, the algorithm proposed by Wei and Chai [111]
reported the most promising results, and required only a small set of assumptions to be met.
There are several reason for why this particular method was chosen over others:
• No prior training data is required, and few assumptions in addition to the ones already
introduced by our approach
• The algorithm is not specific to any type of motion, relying only on skeletal geometry
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• It is designed to work with image sequences, rather than just images, and aims to use
temporal information much like temporally-linked pictorial structures
• A high degree of accuracy is reported
However, having implemented, tested, and analysed Wei and Chai’s approach, we have come
to the conclusion that the algorithm, as presented, performs very poorly in practice unless the
required initialisation is very close to the ground truth solution. An in-depth analysis reveals
that this is the case due to the fact that the problem, as formulated by the authors, is under-
constrained. A detailed analysis of why Wei and Chai’s approach fails is provided in Section
6.2.
In order to remedy some of the shortcomings, a modified version of their algorithm is proposed
in Section 6.3, that formulates a well constrained problem at the cost of an additional assump-
tion based on skeletal geometry. The modified approach is then evaluated on synthetic data,
and the results are compared to Wei and Chai’s original approach in Section 6.4 presents an
evaluation and comparison of the proposed method to that of Wei and Chai, on synthetic and
real data.
It must also be mentioned that throughout this chapter an effort has been made to conserve the
notation used by Wei and Chai in their paper [111] whenever possible. This was done in an
effort to make comparisons with their work easier for the reader.
6.2 Wei and Chai’s Method
In their paper, Wei and Chai present an algorithm that deals with the problem of estimating 3D
pose given a labelling of joints in several images of a monocular sequence. A weak perspective
camera model is assumed, but no other assumptions are made about the structure at each frame,
aside from the fact that it must satisfy the skeletal model. The weak perspective camera model
is valid when the average variation of depth along the line of sight is small compared to the
distance from the camera to the object. The camera projections scales are unknown.
In line with the work presented in the previous chapters, the human skeletal model consists of
17 parts: head, neck, back and left and right clavicle, humerus, radius, hip, femur, tibia and
metatarsal. The skeletal model is depicted in Figure 6.1(a). The 3D pose of a person at any
frame is represented by a set of bone lengths and relative depths for two end points of every
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bone segment. The true lengths of the bone segments cannot be recovered and bone lengths
are therefore normalised by assigning the value 1.0 to one bone, and relative lengths to all
other bones. Similarly, true projection scale cannot be recovered unless camera parameters are
known. Thus, the objective is to reconstruct relative projection scale, relative bone lengths, and
the relative depths of 3D bones from 2D joint locations at each frame of a monocular sequence.
In their work, Wei and Chai formulate the problem as an unconstrained non-linear optimisation,
(a) The human skeleton modelled as a set of
rigid and non-rigid configurations.
(b) Top left: non-rigid case; top right: non-rigid symmetric; bottom:
rigid triangle
Figure 6.1: The skeletal model (a) and the sample problem (b). The model consists of 17 bones and triangles
∆ABC, ∆ADE, ∆ADF and ∆DEF represent the rigid parts.
minimising the value of the objective function:
E(l2, s¯2,∆z2) = Er(l2, s¯2)+λ1Ep(l2, s¯2,∆z2)+λ2Es(l2) (6.1)
Here Ep, Er, and Es represent the projection, rigidity and symmetry constrains respectively,
and l, s¯ and ∆z represent vectors containing the bone lengths, inverse scales and relative depths
difference across all K frames. The relative depth difference ∆z, is the difference in depth that
is lost during the projection of a bone segment from 3D space into a 2D plane using the weak
perspective projection.
The projection constraint enforces the weak perspective projection relationship at every frame
between the 2D image data and the 3D skeleton model and is defined as:
Ep =
K
∑
k=1
17
∑
i=1
[
∆z2i,k− l2i −
||x(i,k)1−x(i,k)2 ||2
s2k
]2
, (6.2)
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where x(i,k)1 and x(i,k)2 represent the 2D coordinates of the first and second joints of the bone i in
frame k whose length is li and relative depth is ∆zi,k while sk represents the scale at the current
frame. The rigidity constraint is a statistically based observation on the rigidity of certain joints
located on the torso. There is a total four rigid body constraints represented as triangles ∆ABC,
∆ADE, ∆ADF and ∆DEF on the human skeleton model in Figure 6.1(a). Let us consider the
triangle ∆ABC. The rigid body property for this triangle is defined by:
∆zB,C = ∆zA,B−∆zA,C (6.3)
The rigid body property puts an effective 3D constraint on the invisible in 2D z coordinate.
Since the distance between the points A, B and C must be preserved, any difference in distance
perceived in the 2D space must be made up for in 3D space, in order to satisfy Pythagorean
theorem. Furthermore, the difference in z in BC is not independent of the configuration of AB
and AC.
Thus, the rigidity constraint can be defined as:
Er∆ABC =
K
∑
k=1
[
(l2B,C−
||x(B,k)1−x(C,k)2 ||2
s2k
−∆z2(A,B),k−∆z2(A,C),k)2−4∆z2(A,B),k∆z2(A,C),k
]2
(6.4)
There are a total of 4K rigid body constraints across all frames and Er is therefore given by:
Er = Er∆ABC +Er∆ADE +Er∆ADF +Er∆DEF (6.5)
This constraint also introduces four new unknowns representing the lengths of the four rigidity
segments: lB,C, lA,F , lA,E , lE,F .
Finally, the symmetry constraint enforces length equality for the left and right clavicle, humerus,
radius, hip, femur, tibia and metatarsal:
Esi, j = ∑
(i, j)∈B
[
l2i − l2j
]2
, (6.6)
where B is the set of all symmetric bone pairs. The total number of constraints across K frames
is therefore 17K +4K +7, while the number of unknowns is 17+17K +K. At first glance this
problem set up seems to satisfy the necessary condition for the problem to be solvable. In the
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Figure 6.2: Four different sets of constraints: (a) a rigid segment; (b) two connected rigid segments of equal
length; (c) an isosceles triangle; (d) three connected triangles.
next section, however, we will demonstrate that these constraints are not sufficient for a unique
solution and propose an alternative.
6.3 Formulating a Well-Constrained Problem
The algorithm presented by Wei and Chai attempts to solve a system where a subset of the
parameters is well constrained, while another subset is underconstrained, resulting in an en-
ergy function with many local minima. Figure 6.2 shows four types of configurations that we
would like to analyse and serves as a reference for explaining the different bone configurations.
Building on the discussion in the previous section, consider the following simple problem:
Let p1 and p2 be two points in three dimensional space, and l be the distance
between p1 and p2, and x1 and x2 their projections, using the weak perspective
projection model and a camera scale s, into the two dimensional image plane
in each frame. Given x1 and x2 find l, s, and the relative depth ∆z between p1
and p2, in each frame.
A 2D point x (x,y) in the perspective projection model is obtained from a 3D point p (X ,Y,Z)
as follows:
x = Xs; y = Y s; Z is discarded (6.7)
Assuming that there are K frames, the number of unknowns in this problem (depicted in Figure
6.2(a)) is then 2K + 1. There is one unknown bone length, K unknown relative scales, and K
unknown ∆z. This means that at least 2K + 1 constraints are required in order to be able to
solve the problem. However, there are only K projection constraints available. This problem is
not solvable as the number of unknowns exceeds the number of constraints.
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Next, consider a pair of segments that share an end point, depicted in Figure 6.2(b). Let us
also assume that their lengths are the same. In this case there are 3K + 2 variables and 2K +
1 constraints as there are 2K projection constraints, and, since 3D bone length is the same
throughout all image frames, just one length constraint. This is still not solvable and additional
constraints are required. Note, that even with the assumption that of known scale, eliminating
K unknowns, there would still be too many unknowns to guarantee a unique solution.
Consider now a scenario with an additional assumption that the two segments that share an
end point form a rigid triangle (Figure 6.2(c)). In the previous case it was possible for the
two segments to be in any configuration with respect to each other from frame to frame, but
in this case rigidity is enforced. Essentially, this is a rigid isosceles triangle with unknown
side lengths. This configuration adds another unknown for the relative 3D length of the rigid
segment BC, bringing the total number of unknowns to 3K +3. At the same time, the number
of constraints to 3K + 1 with 2K projection constraints, plus one rigidity constraint and one
length equivalence constraint.
The problem is still not solvable, but the gap between the number of constraints and the number
of unknowns has been narrowed significantly. At this point we can construct a rigid skeletal
structure where three triangles ∆AED, ∆ADF and ∆EDF share sides A¯D, ¯ED and D¯F . This
provides a sufficient number of constraints to find a unique solution for the rigid part of the
body. Alternatively, given known scale an independent triangle can be solved.
We opt to solve only the rigid part of the skeleton as this problem is well constrained. As shown
above, except in the case of a rigid body, the problem of two symmetric segments that share
a point is not well constrained, even with known scales. This is the case for all limbs (head,
neck, arms and legs, except for shoulders and hips) of the human body, as scale is the only
parameter common to constraints that bind limbs and the rigid body. Thus, after solving for the
rigid part of the skeleton the relative scale is known, but this is still not a sufficient reduction in
the number of parameters to make the problem solvable.
Since the number of unknowns has been reduced, we no longer require the symmetry con-
straints but retain the rigidity and projection constraints. The scope of the projection constraint
is reduced to cover the triangles ∆ABC, ∆ADE, ∆ADF and ∆DEF only. Thus, there are now
9 bones (5 real and 4 artificial) whose lengths must be solved for, and 5K depths, as well as K
scales. For constraints we have 5K projection constraints and 4K rigid body constraints. At first
glance ∆ABC seems once again under-constrained. However, since the other three triangles are
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sufficient to solve for scale, therefore removing scale from the unknowns, ∆ABC also becomes
solvable in the way previously demonstrated. Figure 6.1(a) illustrates the human skeleton and
the rigid triangles.
It is clear that with such an approach, assuming no additional information about the 3D skele-
ton, it is not possible to solve for arms, legs, head and neck. An additional assumption that some
of the bone lengths are known is made so that the entire skeleton can be solved. While this may
seem like a disadvantage when compared to the claims in [111], experiments conducted on real
and synthetic data show that this approach is far more reliable.
6.4 Evaluation
In order to assess the difference in performance between Wei and Chai’s algorithm and the
proposed modification, we have implemented both methods in C++ and use the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) algorithm for finding local function minima, an implementation of which is
publicly available in the form of the Levmar library. Since there are two possible solutions for
the relative depths, and in order to avoid having to deal with this ambiguity at this time, we
chose to solve for squares of all unknowns. Three tests are performed with both algorithms -
the initial guess test, the input noise test and the number of images test.
Since only the rigid part of the skeleton is being solved by our method, known relative length
ratios are assumed between some bones in order compute the remaining lengths and relative
depths. The error computation is done across all bones, lengths and relative depths contained
in the human skeletal model. For each test a set of 10 images is generated from CMU dataset
motion capture data. A uniform scale s = 30 is set across all images. At these settings, the
length of the longest bone in the body is approximately 600 pixels, while the height of the
person is approximately 2000 pixels.
The initial guess test attempts to evaluate error due to distance from the global minimum at
initialisation. This is done by algorithm at increasing levels of random Gaussian perturbation
(with 0 mean) of each parameter of the initialisation vector. We chose to do this for 100 steps,
with each step increasing the perturbation range by 1% through incrementing the standard
deviation (SD) of the distribution by 1. Each parameter is uniquely perturbed at each step. We
conduct 100 trials at each step, and take the mean over 100 trials as the mean for a given step.
RMS error between the proposed solution and the ground truth is reported.
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Initial Estimate Test - Rigid vs Wei&Chai
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Figure 6.3: Initial estimate test at s = 30. Each parameter is initialised a random distance away from
the ground truth solution. Error is in relative length.
Figure 6.3 summarises the results of this experiment, making it clear that our method is far
more stable than that of Wei and Chai when it comes to initialisation. While Wei and Chai’s
method has an linear growth in RMS error, the algorithm produces unstable results even at low
levels of initialisation perturbation. Our method outperforms that of Wei and Chai not only
in absolute error, but also in scalability as the error curve flattens out further along the curve.
The second experiment tests the effect of Gaussian noise on input image data to simulate “user
error" when labelling joints. This is done in a way much similar to the initialisation test but
instead of perturbing the initial estimate vector the image data is perturbed. We begin with
unperturbed data and initialise to the solution. The initialisation is kept at the ground truth for
successive steps while increasing amounts of Gaussian noise are introduced to the image data.
Similarly to the initial guess experiment there are 100 steps of 100 trials each.
At each step the standard deviation for the Gaussian noise is increased but the mean always
remains at zero. Figure 6.4 shows the results. Once again, our approach outperforms that of
Wei and Chai, whose method becomes highly unstable with introduction of any noise. The
scale of the graph is limited in order to show how our method performs. The mean RMS error
values for Wei and Chai go up to 14 lengths of l0 and making the results very unpredictable.
Finally, the number of frames experiment checks how the number of frames influences error
when starting from a set initial point with sd = 5 pixels of Gaussian input noise. The results for
this test are shown in Figure 6.5. The average across 1000 trials for this input noise level for
each step is computed. Note that our method works with a minimum of 3 images, while that of
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Input Noise Test - Rigid vs Wei&Chai
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Figure 6.4: Input noise test at s = 30 across all frames. Thus, the longest bone in the body has the length
of approximately 600 pixels.
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Figure 6.5: Results for the number of images test. Our algorithm outperforms that of Wei and Chai in terms of
stability and mean error.
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Wei and Chai requires at least 5. The deviation from the ground truth increases with number
of images for both methods, which can be explained by the increased number of parameters at
each successive step, across which error is being computed.
6.5 Summary
The algorithm proposed by Wei and Chai presents an ill-posed problem which is not solvable
if we are looking for the ground truth. The method suffers from requiring very precise initial-
isation as well as an assumption that there is little to no input noise during the joint labelling
process. These findings are confirmed by Valmdare et al. [106]. This greatly limits the us-
ability of the method within the context of this work. The proposed modification to Wei and
Chai’s algorithm performs better in all conditions, although it must be noted that only a part of
the original problem can be solved with this approach. In this chapter it has been shown that
there is no unique solution to the problem as it is formulated in [111], with experimental results
further supporting this conclusion.
Thus, the ultimate usefulness of the method derived from Wei and Chai’s work lies in the fact
that under assumptions of rigidity within the human skeletal model, it is possible to estimate
the relative scale of the weak perspective projection, if at least three keyframes have been
labelled by the operator. Furthermore, if we allow an additional assumption that the relative
bone lengths of the athlete are know, it is possible to estimate the full body configuration though
with the relative depth sign remaining ambiguous. Since athletes may perform differently due
in part, to having different bodies, the assumption of known relative bone lengths cannot not
be used within the context of this work. It may, however, be useful in scenarios where an
“average" human skeleton model is sufficient.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
This thesis has described the work done on the problem of pose estimation in computer vision.
More specifically, the proposed framework is specialised in estimating athlete pose from real-
world sports footage semi-automatically. The proposed algorithm runs on commodity hardware
and is capable of processing sequences of any length.
A review of the literature revealed that discriminative methods require training specific to a
set of poses or actions. Not only can training of a discriminative method be time consuming
but any input that is too different from the training set is likely to give bad results. One the
other hand, generative methods require no training and are able to give an estimate of any pose,
but struggle to provide the required accuracy. A promising Pictorial Structures approach to
2D pose estimation was identified along with a method to convert 2D pose estimates into 3D.
Additionally, the review revealed that there was scope for additional testing of the performance
of scale-invariant features for the task of part detection and tracking.
Initial work done in body part tracking using scale-invariant features presented in Chapter 3
has shown that scale invariant features alone, within a simple detection or tracking framework,
are not able to reliably detect and track body parts. A framework that introduces additional
assumptions based on the human skeletal structure, and silhouette information. Additionally,
three part detectors were defined and tested within the framework: colour histograms, HoG,
and SURF. The proposed approach has shown promise in being able to track and detect parts
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in TV quality sports sequences, but does not guarantee connectivity of part, or smoothness of
motion across the image sequence.
In an attempt to solve the problem of recovering a connected 2D skeleton, Chapter 4 introduced
a framework for athlete pose estimation building upon the work done in the previous chapter.
The framework takes as input a monocular image sequence along with a set of manually an-
notated keyframes and produces 2D skeleton for every frame of the sequence as output. The
problem of recovering this pose configuration is formulated as a labelling problem defined by
a factor graph. The underlying global energy function includes a data constraint as well as
two smoothness constraints. The data constraint evaluates the image evidence for a part using
the previously tested part detectors. The smoothness terms enforce connectivity of parts and
smooth frame-to-frame transitions. A solution is then approximated using generalised Belief
Propagation.
The approach is generative, requires no offline training and is generic in the types of actions
and motion that can be solved. Tests on three sports sequences of different sports as well as
three sequences from the HumanEva dataset show that this method is capable of recovering
pose in challenging of conditions (rapid motion, occlusions, motion blur). The exact number
of keyframes required largely depends on the difficulty of the data used for the solve, and de-
pending on desired accuracy, between 5% and 15% of the sequence may need to be keyframed.
The requirement on the number of keyrames is identified as the main drawback of the approach.
Chapter 5 further extends the framework by introducing a novel method for the non-sequential
propagation of keyframe information to other frames in the sequence. The proposed technique
significantly reduces the number keyframes required for an accurate solution. Additionally,
an algorithm for automatically detecting optimal frames for keyframing is introduced. The
algorithm computes a sequence self-similarity matrix, and uses minimum spanning trees to
create clusters of similar frames centred around keyframes.
The method is shown to further improve results that can be obtained, while at the same time
automating a task that was previously assigned to an operator. Evaluation on two publicly
available datasets, as well as TV quality sports sequences shows that non-sequential propaga-
tion of keyframe information significantly improves the solutions. Additionally, the number of
keyframes required to obtain results that are comparable to state of the art can be halved when
compared with the TLPS approach.
Finally, Chapter 6 explores the conversion of 2D pose to 3D. A published algorithm by Wei
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and Chai with promising reported results is implemented. The algorithm introduces rigidity
constraints into the human skeleton, and uses 2D joint correspondences to estimate camera
parameters and 3D joint coordinates. An in-depth analysis revealed flaws in the method as pro-
posed by the authors. A modification to their approach, that requires an additional assumption,
is proposed and shown to perform better on synthetic data.
7.2 Contributions
A thorough search for a working off-the shelf solution for estimating pose of athletes in TV
quality sports footage showed that no existing approach could provide the desired results. There
are three main contributions presented in this work:
• a generic framework for estimating full body pose from challenging data
• the introduction of a global temporal smoothness term applied to the pictorial structures
model
• non-sequential propagation of keyframe information throughout the image sequence
A novel semi-automatic framework designed to work with difficult real-world monocular sports
footage in a studio environment has been developed. The framework brings together work done
on detecting and locating body parts, understanding and estimating pose configurations, and
refining and converting 2D pose estimates into 3D. Although evaluation of the framework has
been focused on human poses in sports, the framework is not limited to sports, or, indeed, just
human skeletons. It is a generic framework for working with articulated objects that consist of
parts that can be defined by a model. While the framework compares well to other monocular
image stream pose estimation algorithm on standard datasets, it has also been shown to perform
well with difficult non-studio data.
While developing this framework, an adaptation to the pictorial structures approach was in-
troduced, significantly improving the accuracy of the pictorial structures model in monocular
sequences. Local temporal terms have previously been introduced to PS [36], but only locally
and for upper-body pose. The global smoothness term is shown to greatly improve results over
standard pictorial structures.
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In order to help automate the process of selecting good keyframes and to reduce the total num-
ber keyframes required for a good solution, a non-sequential propagation algorithm was devel-
oped. The algorithm exploits the repetitive nature of human motion and propagates skeletalk
priors from keyframes to other frames throughout the sequence. This is done using a minimum
spanning tree that spans the sequence based on similarity scores between pairs of images. The
minimum spanning tree is then used for clustering similar images around keyframes. To our
knowledge, this approach to propagating keyframe information in monocular human pose esti-
mation has not been used. At the same time, experimental evaluations have demonstrated that
this addition greatly improves the effectiveness of keyframes.
7.3 Limitations
While the algorithm developed as a part of this work satisfies many of the objectives identified
at the outset, it has a number of limitations that should be considered. The first and most
significant limitation is the requirement for manual input. In situations where initialisation of at
least several keyframes is not available, the algorithm will fail to produce reliable results. While
this is not generally a problem in a broadcast environment with operators on-hand, further work
needs to be done on automating initialisation if the algorithm is to be deployed in environments
where interaction is not possible. The second significant limitation of the algorithm has to do
with its reliance on motion interpolation. Motion interpolation is used to provide a skeletal
prior that is used to create the search regions when looking for body parts. Motion interpolation
can fail when there are insufficient keyframes available, that clearly explain the motion taking
place. A simple example is taking two poses at different ends of a walk gait cycle. The poses
are identical, but a lot of motion has happened in between. If only these two frames are used
as keyframes, the interpolation would be completely wrong.
Additional error is also introduced by lockframes, especially when the maximum covering
evaluation fails to detect poor pose solutions. This can happen when left and right limbs are
swapped between the keyframe and the frame where it is being propagated to. The maximum
covering evaluation would give such a solution a good score, but the solution would be a
mirror inverse of the ground truth solution. Other limitations include reliance on silhouette
information, which may be difficult to extract automatically in very noisy or cluttered images.
Currently, the algorithm relies on silhouette information for the colour histogram part detector,
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as well as for evaluating the quality of lockframes being produced through silhouette coverage.
Thus, not being able to obtain silhouettes can also render the algorithm difficult to use.
Finally, while occlusions and self-occlusions are modelled, in practice it is impossible to locate
limbs that are not visible throughout the sequence, or a part of the sequence. While this is not
often the case in sports, other activities that involve fixed part positions for prolonged periods
of time (e.g. holding something), may render parts invisible. In such cases, the detectors will
fail to build any model for the body part, and its interpolated prior will be taken as the most
likely option. This is often completely inaccurate.
7.4 Future Work
There are many avenues for future work, both, based on the limitations outlined in the previous
section, and the idea of creating a completely automated pose estimation framework for TV
quality footage.
In order to further develop the approach, effort should be invested into moving away from as-
suming that motion interpolation is a good prior, while at the same time providing a prior for
frames where little is known about the pose of the athlete. One possibility is a further extension
of the non-sequential propagation to target every frame in the sequence by chaining propaga-
tion and applying it to lockfrmes. Error in the lockframes themselves must be minimised.
This could be done by applying a local temporal smoothing pass immediately after doing a
propagation. Assuming that the keyframes are accurate, this could improve the accuracy and
consistency of the lockframes, and allow them to also be used for propagation.
Another improvement could come in the form of additional checks for lockframe accuracy to
prevent cases where switching left and right limbs can produce a good evaluation result, but
an incorrect pose. An avenue to exlore is the introduction of a global function that would tie
together keyframe priors, temporal information, and detections. Such an approach could help
locate a global rather than a local optimum, though would be computationally tractable only
if a relatively small number of labels contains the solution. This further deepens the need for
better part detectors that provide better detections.
This bring us to the next improvement, which is the part detectors themselves. One of the
difficulties in estimating pose lies in the ability of the part detectors to accurately discriminate
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between part candidates. The current approach takes the top 10% of detections, as they are sta-
tistically likely to contain the ground truth solution. There is, however, no guarantee that they
do, as parts change appearance significantly, especially if there is out of plane motion. Allow-
ing a larger number of part candidates into the solution quickly makes the problem intractable
on commodity hardware.
Further research is also required into progressing from 2D pose to 3D. Although a geometric
approach to converting 2D pose to 3D is explored in Chapter 6, it is limited by assumptions on
known relative part lengths. A successful method developed for this purpose would allow for
the eventual use of the framework within biomechanics and sports analysis domains. Interest-
ing information such as forces, motion information, body measurements, and so on, could be
extracted from a single view video.
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